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WEATHER FORECAST
Snow Tonlaht or Sunday;
Generally Cloudy
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If Vou Read It
In The Optic, It's So

CITY EDITION

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 191 1
over the spillways la 1,080 teet. The
mounspillways are blasted from the
'
tain sides.
The dam contains 339,400 cubic
stone f o(
yards of masonry, every
It
waB perbefore
washed
was
which
In
'In tho
cemented
place.'
manently
construction of the dam and auxiliary
works 338,452 barrels of cement were
used, all manufactured on the ground
at a' cost of l,0t3,542, In a cement
mill erected by the government and
recenty Bold. The cost was $3.14
barper barrel as against $4.89 per
available
bid
best
the
private
rel,
when operations began. The manufacture of cement on the ground affected a saving of $592,300.
The Jlrst stone was laid in the
foundation September 20, 1906. The
last stone was laid on the coping 284
feet above, February 6, 1911- The upper face of the dam is almost perpendicular. The lower face retreats like
the pyramids in huge stone steps
from the width of 170 feet in the
foundation, to 16 feet at the top.
No less interesting are the auxiliary
and
works, such as the ceplants
ment mill, the hydro-electri-c
for generating 8,000 horsepower, and
what is termed the power canal, built
to operate the first unit of the elec- trio nlnnt. creatine nower for dam
construction.
Skirting the north end of the dam,
almost under the spillway and driven

HUGE ROOSEVELT
DAM FORMALLY

DEDICATED
MAN IN WHOSE HONOR IT WAS
NAMED. CHIEF FIGURE IN

CEREMONIES
GREAT CROWDWAS PRESENT

DREW LINE ON ORANGE SHERBET

UNITED STATES IS
RUSH I NG TROOPS
.

TO ISLANDS

SIGNIFICANT

MOVEMENT

TO CONFIRM

JAPAN

TENDS

WAR WITH
RUMORS

STARTLING SHOW

New York, March 18. Although
his patriotlo feelings nearly cost him
his job, Dennis O'Shea, one of tho
chefs In the Columbia university comANTI-DIA- Z
mons, flatly refused to profane St.
Patrick's day by making orange sherbet as dessert for the evening meal.
He told Clarence Jones, student manager he would prevent the other
chefs from doing so as long as a
IN
REBEL SYMPATHIZERS
breath remained in his body. Tho
PRESIICO CITY STONE
situation was finally Bettled by the
DENT'S PALACE
serving of raspberry sherbet.

OPTIMIST TAKES POISON
Los Angeles, March 18. L. R. An
drews, author of "Hoy to Be Happy,"
took a large doae of arsenic last night
and is on the verge of death In the
receiving - hospital. He left a fare
well message to his five children, giving as the principal reason for his aot
the fact that he had not been able to
make good." By the irony of fate
the only piece of paper at hand on COMPANY OF INFANTRY GUARDwhich to pen his last note was a
ING NORTH BANK OF RIO
handbill advertising his optimistic
GRANDE AT EL PASO
book.

PATROL TREBLED
UN THE MEXICAN

OF

BORDER

SENTIMENT

MEX-

1

TO REINFORCE GARRISONS

BOY CHRISTENS
Detroit, Mich., March

SHIP
18.

Disre-

WINDOW GLASS

ESCAPED CONVICT BETRAYED
Asheville,. N. C, March 18. Escap

SHATTERED

REBEL

BANDJEAR JUAREZ

ing sixteen years ago from the state
garding the custom of having a young
and Dustin DEMONSTRATION 60 SUDDEN PO- penitentiary where he was serving a CAPTAIN CREIGHTON, AMERICAN,
the
as
Ashley
sponsor,
lady
PARTY MADE 70
INSURRECTO
COMMANDING
life sentence for murder, George P.
line selected Master William Heyser
LICE HAD HARD TIME
remote
a
his
to
made
Whitson
way
MILE TRIP TO SCENE IN
FEW
AWAW
FORCE
MILES
of Cincinnati to christen the new pasDISPERSING MOB
which
county and there settled under the
AUTOMOBILES
senger steamer
name of Samuel Johnson, married,
was launched today at the Wyandotte
MEN SUFFER KEENLY
ON THE WAY yards of the Detroit Shipbuilding com- RIOTERS YELL "VIYAMADERO" and raised a family of five children HIS
ALSO
ARTILLERY
TO BE IN PHOENIX ON MONDAY
beThen
to
fortune.
a
amassed
Is
and
ply
large
pany. The new steamer
he was betrayed by a business rivl KNOWN TO lHAVE GONE SEVERtween Detroit, Sandusky and
ARRESTS
OF
NUMBER
LARGE
BATTERMOUNTAIN
FIELD AND
and today, in custody of Warden Sale AL DAYS AT A TIME WITHOUT
beginning the coming summer.
THERE COLONEL WILL DELIVER
MADE, BUT NEWS OF OUT.
IES WILL AUGMENT MILITARY
of the penitentiary, he arrived on his
NOTEWORTHY SPEECH ON
FOOD OR SHELTER
RAGE WAS SUPPRESSED
FORCE IN PHILIPPINES
SUMMARILY EXECUTED
way to Raleigh,
SPIES
ARIZONA CONSTITUTION
18.
Felipe
Mexicalia, Mex., March
El Paso, Tex., March 18. All apSan Antonio, Tex., March 18.
ILLNESS CALLS FISHER HOME
Tucson, Ariz., March 18. Having Rios, a Mexican saloonkeeper, and
lonel
March
Ariz.,
Phoenix.
taken a roundabout course through another man, were shot as- spies by An American
Chicago, March 18. Walter L. Fish proaches to bridges leading from the
official
returning
i
arrivand
party
here
bull
In
was American side to Juarez, Mexico, tothe
Roosevelt
if
headed
for
pen
the insurrectos
San Antonio, Tex. as
Theodore
from Mexico City, today brought er, secretary of the Interior, who
vun
mornlined
were
men
this
The
of
Second
o'clock
the
because
9
called
last
from
at
maneuvers,
night.
Washington
the army
ed In Phoenix
day were guarded by three times the
a startling
an adobe wall, given a volley authentic reports of
arautomocommand
his
in
Illness
of
in
Frederick,
son,
States
United
against
the
Infantry,
immediately
left
force of United States troops.
usual
and
ing
the person rived
of Colonel Mansfield, passed through and their bodies rolled Into holes demonstration against
today, but was unable to see Heretofore
biles for the Roosevelt dam, the huge
only a small detail has
two
of President Porfirio Diaz about
his son. The boy has diphtheria." His
Tucson today enroute to San Fran- in the ground nearby.
west
of
form
the
reclamation project, 70 miles
took
the
which
guarded
bridges, but today an enweeks ago,
condition is not regarded as serious.
cisco, where the men will embark im
dedication of
formal
of
windows
the
the
the
president's
tire
on
stoning
company of infantry Is patroling
of here,
Page Five)
(Continued
mediately for Honolulu. It is under
a
4 o'clock this
by
Mexico,
the
of
in
at
City
additionan
be
palace
is
to
took
this
bank
north of the Rio Grande.
that
place
the
stood
which
MANEUVERS FOR
This
insurrecto
citizens
of
of
sympathizers.
mob
and
Islands
number
Hawaiian
for
the
al
force
A
who returned from in- AMERICAN
American
PRISONER
large
An
afternoon.
United States official personally witto relieve the troops now sta
not
is
the
party.
DP
BOTTLE
REBELS
accompanied
surrecto territory today, said Captain
of Phoenix
nessed the Incident. The press cen
tioned there. The soldiers are disJAPAN
Colonel Roosebutton
a
Oscar Creighton, the American insur-rect- o
By pressing
sorship is so rigid that no news or
WILLJJEJELEASEO
cussing the rumor that within the
machinery
the
OJINAGA
IN
FEDERALS
leader, who, with a small force,
the affair has heretofore reaached the
velt set in motion
next three months a force of 12,000
and permitsluice
border.
gates
the
has
been
and
TO
destroying bridges along the
DETERMINED
men,
STATES
PORUNITED
opening
Including infantry, cavalry
MEXICAN JUDGE AT CIUDAD
water to run, for
The demonstration was so sudden
ocwill
field
National
and
mountain
Mexican
CUT
artillery,
railroad, is still enSUPPLIES
MEXICAN
ting the precious
FOOD
AND
POSSIBLE
PREVENT
WATER
FIRIO DIAZ DECIDES TO FREE,
.v- tfn,P into the irrigation
that the police were unable to dis'
the Hawaiian and the Philipcupy
hills
in
a few miles south
the
DOOM
OF
camped
SEALING
ALLIANCE
HENRY WHITTLE
OFF,
perse the mob until much window
iv.v,t,.h
u"." nonduct it don
pine Islands.
ttltcnen
of
Juarez.
band, which
Crelghton's
ocSalt
GARRISON
the
of
glass had been broken. The riot
Is
through the arid expanses
of
is
Americans,
largely
composed
18. Japan, curred about 9 o'clock in the evening,
March
Washington,
Washington, March. 18. The MexMovement Not Unusual One
men
n.vpr valley. Public officials, repre
severe
The
hardships.
suffering
of
the
objective
rather than Mexico, is
States govern
when the streets about the official can federal Judge at Ctudad Porfirio have often xone several day a without
Presidio, Tex., March 18. A number
Washington, March 18. The
senting the United
of Arizona of casualties are reported in tho rethe present "maneuvers" of the Ameri residence were filled with people. Diaz has decided to release Henry food or shelter and only their chance
to
sent
is
governments
the
being
and
Infantry
xnent
were n sumption of ineurreoto operations
Without any prelude or excitement
American held In prison killing of a Bteer haa staved them
on a general order Issued by can army.
and several adjoining states
an of n- - there was a quick movement or men Whittle, the
made
is
by
statement
federal
This
the
of
where
people
Novem
hundreds
Wood
around
last
OJinaga,
General
Leonard
on
the
and
charge of being connect- from actual starvation.
there
attendance
and other command has been bottled up. While ber. The battalions now enroute will cial in Washliu?na whose information and youths from side streets in the
Arizona
of
to
During last night somebody stole
from all parts
be Questioned. His state vicinity of the palace, as If by signal. ed with the revolution, according
old brass cannon from City Hall
an
Southwest witnessed the Colonel Dorantes, second In command sail within a few days. The Third can scarcely
the
of
parts
was on a tour of in battalion is now at Fort Rus&el, Wyo. meat baa been supported and confirm Shouting "Viva Madero," the rioters American Consul Ellsworth.
It Is reported it waa seen early
the
of
garrison,
park.
eventobtained in half a threw volleys of stones through the
American Smelting this morning, being taken in the dior
information
of
In
the
ed
rush
a
The
off
cut
by
plight
waa
speech
by
June
main
about
he
It will sail for Honolulu
spection,
Colonel Roosev elt's
where executive windows. The guests of the president Securities company of Mexico, as the rection of the Mexican border, and it
inaurrectoa and now he and eighty 5. Two battalions of field artillery, dozen state capitals
national
guard have were badly frlgthened but the presiof
the
sivrrniiTiried
in a group also will sail for the islands on July officers
iartre.lv devoted
was today re- is believed to be the purpose to turt
i
ui
wl,i.
of tho
of result of the revolution,
one
cansent
confidence
and
cool
the
Monday, . ana
into
remained
taken
been
dent
.
more
TiaHtutlon.
by it over to the insurrectos. The
5.
All this It is pointed out by the
the state department
to the ahzou
El Paso's
w.n
to police headquarters to ported to
,
mwar
aides
department.
his
used
ago
was
by
statyears
non
tne
who
Likewise
at Durango.
n
from the garrison.
war department, merely is the carry
'
mer president ana
club. It must have
President Taft is today the most inquire why they did not stop the Consul Freeman
ova mud to surround the
ed lhat unless relief soon was furnish- famous MoGinty therefore is believed
ing out of a" plan worked out several misunderstood man in the country, trouble.
and
will
been
spiked
range,
close
months ago for increasing the inade
ed, all the plants of the company
garrison. Fighting is at
said the official referred to, who himuseless.
It Is said that only a few whole win close
fatalities are limited. Seven quate garrison at Honolulu.
down. This would throw eight to be
the
but
the
of
side
Bchool.
self is not an active partisan politi dows were left on one
In- of
out
employment
federals have been killed and one
thousand people
cian and is not personally friendly to residence A number of arrests were
need v
'
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wounded.
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Ely Ordered to San Antonio
and place fifty thousand in dire
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river,
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a bad light," continued the speaker.
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the
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By Herbert G. Stockwcll,

in The Outlook
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Driving along the main street of a dent ot a large national bank in Phila
email city In which he lived, a retired delphia who was sitting beside a
sugar magnate suddenly stopped his young friend in a street car one dav
horse, handed the reins to a, friend as the conductor came through to colwho sat beside him, jumped to the lect the fares. The young man handpiece, while the
ground, and picked up a new red brick ed out a five-cen-t
which he placed In his carriage. He bank man carefully reached into an
then resumed his seat and drove on. Inner pocket and produced a ticket
"What are you going to do with that which he had purchased at the rate
cents. As a
of six for twenty-fiv- e
brick?" asked his friend.
friend the
his
to
young
gentle
reproof
to
add
it my pile
"Take it home and
man
said:
bank
for repairs when needed," replied the
"I buy these' tickets because I do
sugar magnate.
safe
not
know of any better-payin- g
He explained further that it had
make twenty per cent
Investment
I
to
for
up
habit
been hia
years
pick
on my investment of a quarter of a
good, serviceable bricks, either thrown
n
on
the dollar."
away or dropped carelessly
evidenced by the
The
a
judgment
course
of
the
that
during
street;
matter is indismall
this
in
year the accumulated bricks saved president fixed
In the type of
a
of
cative
quality
to
In
considerable
repairs
him
outlay
In
business.
who
men
Ripe
get along
the various properties owned by him.
doe3
matters
in
important
judgment
ma"Besides, I hate to see any good
into the
not
instantaneously
spring
he.
terial wasted," said
mind. It must have humble beginThis incident aptly illustrates the
nings and grow to maturity. The
saving tendency of the older business
young man, to acquire fitness, must
wastemen as contrasted with many
the critical eye of economy ever
keep
ful habits of the younger men. It is
and never at any stage of proopen,
busivery rarely that we see a young
allow
it to become dulled. The
gress
ness man preserve pieces of wrapping men
who
have
gained prominence in
paper, nails, or twine received on the industrial world study matters of
busiof
packages during the course
economy very earnestly. They thorness. The prevailing spirit seems to
understand the importance of
oughly
n
induce the thought that the preserva-tiokeen judgment In the use
of such small incidental mate- exercising
of
labor, expenses of sellmaterials,
rials consumes time entirely out ot
and conducting the
merchandise
ing
proportion to the value of the thing office, and last, but not least, the
saved; but, like all general rules, it
of their own time.
Is carried too far by many young men economy
one of the most noticeable
Perhaps
their
not
could
employ
who perhaps
waste
of time is seen in tho
of
forms
time to better advantage than in savand payment 0!
routine
employment
materials
ing good, though minor
the wages of employes. Lack of in
which would otherwise be lost.
as
It is quite likely that the man who telligent direction evidenced here,
estimate
careful
the
with
compared
could
he
that
originated the thought
not afford to spend time on such mat- and inquiry concerning the purchase
ters found the principle correct as of machinery equipment, is startltTig.
When machines are needed, every efapplied to himself; but, like all prinfort is made to obtain the tool exactciples catering to indifference regardadapted to the purpose for which it
ly
Is
too
idea
readily
ing details, the
is intended. When, installed, it is
can
men
who
young,
many
adopted by
watched with care; cleaned, oiled, and
ill afford Its practice.
repaired with the conscious purpose ot
pound
The maxim, "Penny wise,
its life and usefulness.
foolish," has been misunderstood, to prolonging
few
With
exceptions, the money an
the undoing of many brilliant young
men. But aside from the mere ques- nually expended in the purchase of
tion of the actual value Involved in machinery in the aggregate constitutes
any specific Incident ot saving, the a mere bagatelle compared with the
inculcation in the minds of all busi- annual payroll. Yet men are too oftness men ot the principles of econ en' treated as a mass, while the maomy as applied to all of their busi chines received Special individual
care. And how few employes are seness acts is of extreme importance.
to
with regard to their special fitlected
too
men
are
adopt
ready
Young
what may be termed the vices of rich ness for the jobs for which they aro
men and ignore the basic qualities employed! What a vast amount of
upon which those men built success. power Is lost through carelessness in
When a man arrives at a state of af- this respect!
Let us look around the office or
fluence, he may readily, and without
minor
discard
store
and cast the critical eye of econ
loss,
appreciable
any
details; but it may be noted with ad- omy over the clerks. Where can wa
vantage that the men who are now yo to find better examples of unlnte!-lfgentl- y
in positions of prominence are thorwasteful performance than n
oughly imbued with the spirit of econ- our bookkeepers? The inheritance of
omy, which they constantly practice, ages has fixed upon most bookkeepalthough there may be a sloughing ers unnecessary and wasteful habits
off asto some of the minor details. which retard, instead of help, the busiUnfortunately, the exception inci- ness.
A credit insurance man, discussing
dents showing the neglect of smaller
matters are taken by the young busi- with the proprietor of a milj the adness man as evidences that all small vantage of the protection afforded by
his company, in order to ascertain
Bavlngs may be disregarded.
Care is much harder to cultivate the amount of premium on a propo-if-than carelessness, which, if not check- policy, asked the proprietor: "How
ed in time, crystallizes indifference to much have your losses amounted to
small economies all the way through through bad debts during the past
business transactions.
Many men five years?" He replied to the effect
possessing genius and push, who that it would take him some time lo
would otherwise be successful, through ascertain the amount, and he coiId
wasteful habits fail to gain the re- not tell just how long it would take.
cognition to which they think they He wa3 set to work on the problem,
are entitled.
cud consumed a week in digging out
We have heard many tales of the th figures, which, if they had beer
almost miserly habits of some of our Intelligently placed on the books oriwealthy men. Such should not be ginally, would have been accessnlo
selected as examples for study. The v ith the expenditure or a few minwealthy sugar magnate referred to in utes only. Perhaps this seems an exthe incident of the brick was a very aggerated case. If so, let any merliberal spender of money in the com- chant or manufacturer who has not
forts of his home and of his family. given considerable study to the bookThe idea is, not that a man must be keeping of his office, test the condistingy or miserly, but that he should tion pf his own books by asking for
not allow anythng to be wasted which some information of a vital nature and
can, with a reasonable exercise of noting the time required by the bookeffort, be saved. Parsimony is mean keeper to furnish the facts. There
and sordid; economy Is admirable.
are exceptional offices where such
That the general tendency among matters have been economically planyoung men In business Is against, ned; but I venture to say that many
rather than towards, saving is shown readers of this article will, if they try
in the life insurance statistics, where- the experiment sincerely, find in their
in it is startingly set forth that the offices practical Illustration of the
man who does not acquire the habit need for more economy.
of putting some of his income away
The manager of a large office told
until he has reached the age of forty me the other day that he was concan rarely hope successfully to culti- sidering the organization of a school
vate economical habits after that date. for his clerks In which efforts would
What I wish to emphasize here is not be made to teach them to think. "I
merely the desirability of cultivating realize," said he, "that an Immense
the thrifty habit in itself, but rather amount of time could be saved if I
that the economical spirit as eviden- could get my clerks actually to thlnlt
ced In small things permeates the en- about what what they are doing and
tire business career of a man, often why (they are doing it; whether what
marking the successful man as distin- they are doing is necessary and
whether their time can be better emguished from the failure.
Another illustration of the thought ployed.". The stimulation of the Inicarried Into smaller things is' furnish- tial mental process In subordinates is
ed In the example set by the presi one of the hardest problems of a busi- -
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A stylish suit of fancy
ed novelty suiting in Tan and
Gray mixtures' made with a
jacket, satin lined,
6kirtof medium width with
wide box pleat at back, a suit
combining 'style and service
for,

A nice line of new nobby
suits in a variety of the new
est styles, well made and
tastefully trimmed, lined with
Messaline or Satin, all the
new desirable colors and fabrics, each suit carries our
guarantee, only

question for you; the new
hats are now in the store and
ready forfyour inspection.
We have sought carefully
the authentic in Spring millinery we have avoided what
might be called freaks we
have confined our selection
of stylish hats in the approved
models hats that have individuality the kind which
will not be largely duplicated
in inferior grades. .

Our line includes the largest and best selected variety
of the new and desirable
models we have ever shown.
And every hat is EXCLUSIVE in style.
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$25.00
A nice attractive suit of
fancy Brown Stripe Material
made with one button sack
coat and full peg trousers, a
new and very popular model
s
made with the best of
and finishing. Style,
fit and service combined to a
maximum degree, only
inner-lining-

$25.00
Other suits in a variety of
styles and materials at $16.50
and up.

Lingerie Waists

Amoskeag Gingham

About 10 dozen nobby new waists made from
Lawn, Batiste and Striped Nainsook, neatly
and tastefully trimmed with Lace, Embroidery
and hand embroideried effects, all this season's
styies which are marked to sell for $1.50 and
$1.75, for our "After Supper Sale," choice

Every lady knows what Amoskeag Apron
Gingham is. It comes in a variety of checks
in blue, brown and green. During our "After
Supper Sale" we will sell to every lady wishing

Mallory

10

Men's Sox

Five dozen Gingham Dresses in women's and
misses' sizes, made from a good quality of solid
colored ginghams trimmed with bias bands .of
striped gingham, elbow sleeves and square neck,
neat and practical garments which would be
cheap at $2.50, for Saturday evening, choice

Twenty five dozen Men's Sox, in black only,
of good quality with double heeland toe, ribbed
tops, fast colors and in all sizes, worth regularly
15c per pair, for our "After
Supper Sale,"

per pair

Are all that you like in a hat.
New exclusive shapes and
shades becoming refined
lines absolutely correct style
the finest fur felt. You
get all these plus the weather-proof
feature, which comes
from tne cravenetting process
which simply renders them
water-prooThat's why
Mallory Hats stay new.

Yards for 59c

Gingham Dresses

f.

Rosenwald & Son
at our business if we

could

.

Water doesn't hurt them.
The sun doesn't fade them.
They keep their shape and
look bright and new at all
times. A hat of style and

'

$135

service for all men.

$350

extract

no more than bread and butter out of
it? The broader-mindebusiness man
can see that a greater amount of profit can be derived from intelligently
directed and interested human machines than from any system in which
a group of human beings is considered merely as a mass.
The idea of practical economy
makes it necessary that there should
be no waste in the acts of any employes. The greatest amount of service possible to extract should be obtained from the laborer. By putting
him In a position whereby he can
measure the value of his interested
services in definite terms of money
he will not only create a larger wage
for himself but he will at the same
time work a corresponding increase in
the revenue to the manufacturer,
this Is not merely theoretical sociology. It Is practical business
d

KANSAS WOMAN HELPLESS
Lawrence, Kan. Mr. J. F. Stone, of
this city, says, "My wife suffered for

ten years from womanly troubles, during two years of which she was totally helpless. She was examined by
many physicians, some of whom gave
her up to die. Finally she 'began to
take Cardui, and since then has greatly Improved in health. The tonic,
strengthening,' and restorative effects
of Cardui, the woman's tonic, on the
womanly constitution, are the most
valuable qualities of this popular medicine. Cardui acts specifically on tho
womanly constitution. Half a century of success proves that Cardui
will do all that is claimed for it. Try
it for your trouble.

Every woman's heart thrills at tfcs
cooing and prattling of a baby, and
motherhood is her highest and purest
joy. Tet the suffering incident to
this great consummation of her life's
desire, robs the anticipation of soma
of its' sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding' all tissues, muscles! and tendons, It
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in goo-"- , condition, and brings the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of
Sjotner's Friend lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
quick: and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
Write for free book for expectant

New Mexico's Largest

Implement House

Jno. Deere

.

-

McCormick

Charles Ilfeld Co.

Plows
Corn Drills
Cultivators
Harrows
Listers

Mowers
Binders
Rakes
Twine

ICO
MAIM

Van Brunt
Grain Drills

Osborne

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

Disk and
Peg Tooth
Harrows

Case-Heebn-

Windmills
Pumps

Wagons
Buggies

Harness

er

Grain and
Bean Threshers

Saddles

t

Field and
Garden
Seeds

Tents
Wagon
Covers

Hay

Presses

THE COLORADO

True Temper Hand
Implements

NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

OF DENVER. COLORADO

Statement of Financial Condition on December
31, 1910
Admitted Assets
$9fi2 064 86
'
Liabilities, exclusive of Capital Stock $713 424 44
'
Capital Stock
$100,000 00
Unassigned Funds (Surplus)$148,640.42
Surplus for protection of policy holders 248.640.42
"

962-06'86

'

7.?? n?tch"
capable representatives
Address. A. M. Gilderaleeve, General
Manager. .
Symes Bldg.. Denver, Colo.

GROSS, KELLY

&

(Inooporated)

WHOLESALE

GROCERS
VOOL. HIDES and PELTS
and Dnaln-- m

BAIN WAGONS-RACI-

NE

VEHICLE- S-;

SEVEN HOUSES

mothers.

co,
eegylatos
Atlanta, Ca.

d
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Only 10 Yardi to a Customer

materials and devising more economical processes.
An illustration of the economy that
can be effected by the rearrangement
of machinery is furnished in an Incident which occurred in a mill where
long strips of cloth were required to
be sewn in "triple-ply,- "
the methods
involving several different stitching
prooesfs, performed separately, one
after the other, on different machines
by different operators. A bright young
foreman rearranged these stitching
machines In tandem form so that the
three operations can now be perform
ed at the same time on the same cloth
and a much larger amount of manu
factured goods made immediately possible. The president of the company
expressed his enthusiasm in the fol
lowing words:
"I'll tell you that was a grand good
thing! Each of the; ninety girls in
that room now takes home with hei
more money every week; but the best
part ot it is, she leaves us a much
larger profit than we had before so
we are all happy." ,
What does the average business
man do to extract the greatest amount
of useful labor from his employes?
Human beings are very much alike,
so far as basic principles- - are concerned, in whatever station of life
they may be placed. Let us take our
own feelings, for instance. Are we
conducting business purely as philanOr do we conduct our
thropists?
business or occupation largely in the
How
hope or expectation of gain?
hard would we labor if the emolument derived should' constitute but a
mere livlngwage?
"Would we work
ten, twelve, or eighteen hours a day

Crav-enette-

Hats

79C

BRAPrnrr.T)

r

Men's Blue Serge Suits
made from a good quality of
serge and the best linings
and inner linings, newest
style single breasted novelty
sack with half peg trousers,
a stylish and serviceable suit
of exceptional value.

"After Supper" Sale Specials cannot be purchased until After
Lots are limited, so be on hand
7:30 P. M. Saturday Night.
when the bell rings. Cash Only, No 'Phone Orders Accepted.

E.

1

$25.00

meat-packe-

high-price-

bm

We have asked our leading manufactures and wholesalers to
with us by giving
our friends some special "plums" to make the After Supper Sale a grand success. They have
responded nobly and the story is told below in items and prices that can't be matched in this or
any othercity for real value.

$i.75 to $15.00
ness man. Like machines, the human
body can be adapted to the performance of almost any regularly repeated motion. Such exercises of the
muscles are spoken of as mechanical
performances, many of them being
learned so well that thought seems
But men are differ
unnecessary.
ent from machines in that with
thought they will make fewer mistakes; without thought they may
commit costly errors.
A visit to the average manufacturing plant will fill one with the same
sense of wasteful performance that
he sees in the office. The eye of the
master studying economy in the resources at his command will flash
searching glances no where, now
there, In the effort to discover wasteful effort which may be eliminated.
At one side of the elevator near
the doorway In a Jarge loom manufacturing plant stood a dray from which
were being unloaded materials to be
conveyed by the elevator to the floor
above. Just beyond this truck two
other drays stood idly waiting their
turn. "Why not knock out another
door at the other side of the elevator
and get those teams busy?" was suggested. The answer is typical of the
result of crystallized custom: "We
never thought of that," which, being
interpreted Into other language more
significant, means, "We have never
brought the eeomonlcal eye to bear
upon that situation." This is only one
illustration of thousands of opportunities for saving waste in time and
material which constantly press closely around and upon the business man,
who has but to open his critical eye
to observe them.
r
A wealthy
said only rethe
in
beef busihis
that
profits
cently
ness consist entirely in what he is
able to save In materials formerly
The small butcher throws
wasted.
away what the large butcher 'turns
Into money. The means employed by
the latter could not be adopted by all
small butchers, but the thought that
waste may be eliminated and savings
effected Jhrough Intelligent study of
materials such as are neglected by
others Is good enough for universal
application.
In some lines of business
d
chemists and engineers are employed for the specific purpose of finding cheaper substitutes for more costly

,3 m

The biggest bargains you ever heard otf will
be the trade attracting features of these
"After Supper Sales."

New Spring
This is what you have been
waiting fori we've solved the

I

We are going to stimulate Saturday night shopping in this city as it was never stimulated
before, Beginning this week, we will hold an "After Supper" Sale every Saturday Night from
7:30 to 9:30 O'clock
',

$25.00

millinery

j k w.'m

i

Another Departure at
the Aggressive Store

ch

$17.50

j
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26-itt-
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Trinidad, Colorado

CO.
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Ine of Groceries on Sale

AT COST, ONE WEEK, FOR CASH ONLY
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TAFT RETURNS TO

WASHINGTON

of the Texas Cattle Rasers' association, which is to open in San Antonio
Tuesday, and the first annual Pacific
Northwest Live Stock show, which
will be held during the first three
days of the week at the stockyards in
Portland, Ore.

FISHER TO ATTEND
I'J III IRRIGATION

.

NEXT1EK
WILL PUT IN SPARE TIME
PARING

MESSAGE

TO

SPE-CIA-

PREL

SESSION

RETIREMENT OF GEN. WARD
Washington, March 18. Brigadier
General Frederick K. Ward, whose
last command was that of the post at
Fort Riley, Kan., will be retired from
the army tomorrow on account of age.
General Ward is from Ohio, and was
graduated from West Point In 1870.
Most of his service was in the cavalry
arm. His retirement results In the
promotion of Colonel Sanderson, of
the Ninth Cavalry, to the rank of
brigadier general.

CONGRESS
CHICAGO

WILL EXTEND INVITA

TION TO NEW SECRETARY
OF

INTERIOR

A.

Paperi

in New York. At one time Mr. Fisher
was mentioned as a possible appoin-

tee to the bench of the United States
supreme court.
That the new secretary will find
Roosevelt ever with hhu
In his work is a certainty for more
reasons than one. Chief among these,
however, is that fact that Mr. Fisher
is, the father of seven children.
ROYALTY TO VISIT CANADA
London, March 18. The Duchess of
Argyll, fourth daughter of the late
Queen Victoria, celebrated her sixty-thir- d

March 18. DevelopWashington,
Chicago, March 18 One of tha
birthday anniversary today; Her
ments in the Mexican situation doubt
first delegations to wait upon Walter royal highness is looking forward with
less will continue to absorb public atL. Fisher, new secretary or the in- pleasure to a renewal of her acquaintention. The president will be back
tance with Canada when her brother,
terior and the third member of Presiin Washington to keep in closer touch
the Duke of Connaught, becomes governdent Taft's official family to be chosen or-general
with the direction of affairs and to
this year.
devote as much time as he can spare to
from Chicago, immediately he asthe preparation of the message he will
sumes active charge of his new office
send to the special session of conVrouably will be a commission of CHAMPION
WOLGAST
gress upon its opening.
several of his Chicago friends o
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
The Interstate Commerce Commiswho
will
years' acquaintanceship
sion will begin a hearing in' WashingRETAIL HIS TITLE
invite him to address one or
formally
ton Monday on 13 applications filed
f f
more of the sessions of the Nineby transcontinental railroads for reKcidie i'oy may go on the road teenth National Irrigation congress, LIGHTWEIGHT
FIGnTER PICKED
lief from the operation of the long
in "Hamlet of Broadway."
which are to be held here late this
A LEMON IN GEORGE MEMSIC
and short haul clause as amended by again
Marie Correlli is writing a suf- year.
the new commerce law, which was in- OF LOS ANGELES
called "The
Sedan
Plans to have Secretary Fisher as
frage
playet
Mann-Elkin- s
cluded among
the
Chair."
a guest of the congress were outlined
amendments.
Los Angeles, March 18. Ad Woi-gaStella Mayhow has ' been engaged by members of the Chicago Board
At Atlanta Tuesday Commissioner for
retained the lightweight chamthe New Winter Garden in New of Control immediately after the news
Colquitt will hear the application of York.
of the world yesterday afpionship
was flashed from Washington early
Greener and Gaynor, convicted of
Ellen Terry's recent lecture tour in the week with the sudden message ternoon, when he virtually knocked
out George
complicity in the Savannah' harbor in this country covered 25,000 miles. that
Memslc. The referee
Secretary Ballinger s successor
in the ninth round.
frauds, for permission to take the
Margaret Illington is said to be was to be the Chicagoan of conserva stopped the fight
giving the decision to Wolgast, who
pauper's oath and thereby relieve preparing for a spring tour in a new tion and traction fame.
had outclassed Memsio
from the
themselves of paying the fine of
That Mr. Fisher will appear on the
play.
$575,000 imposed by the government
Katherine Emmett has been engag speakers' platform of the congress start. The result was never In
doubt, Referee Eyton stopping the
in connection with prison sentences. ed as leading lady of the Ben Greet Is
practically a certainty, and it is
in accordance with a promise to
The government opposes ther release players.
not improbable that his address will fight
the
district
and will endeavor to show that Greene
attorney that he would
David Belasco is considering tho be made on the closing day, Decem
and Gaynor have considerable prop- production of a new play, "The Case ber 9, at which time the president stop the fight if eitlher man showed
weakness.
erty under cover and are not entitle! of Becky."
himself is to speak. Aside from his decided,
to the privilege of the pauper's oath.
la
a
A new version of "Marriage
national interest in all things perFLYING MEET AT HAVANA
Attornej General Wickersham has Carte," on an elaborate scale, Is to taining to Chicago, the new secreClee-'lfr.i- l
March 18. The first com
to
Havana,
to
invitation
an
go
accepted
be made next season.
tary has a vast knowledge of conser
meet ot be held in
aviation
petitive
la
Mine"
Monday to attend the dedication
vation matters, having for years made
Margaret Mayo's "Baby
the western hemisphere outside of the
f tre new federal building in tha'. city said to have scored a substantial hit
its
in
all
conservation
study of
United States began here today and
and to speak at a banquet to be held with the Britishers in London,
and is unusually
phases,
l:i celebration of the event.
John Slaving is to be starred in a In federal and state laws governing will continue through the coming
Former President Roosevelt is to musical comedy, which will have its the control of water powers and wa week. Half a dozen aviators of wide
reputation are entered in the various
spend the early part of the week in first production in Chicago.
terways. These matters always nave
the vicinity of Los Angeles and then
Lowie Waller, the well known been of vital importance to irriga events, for which prizes aggregating
will proceed to San Francisco to de English actor, will produce Charles tion interests and few other subjects $30,000 and a number of valuable
liver the Earl lectures before the Uni Kleln"s play, "The Gamblers," in have stirred up more discussions at cups and trophies will be awarded.
London.
versity, nf California.
the congress sessions in past years,
It takes money to keep even the
The Soanish government is to begin
Thomas A. Wise is going to ap
Having been invited already by
its official investigation early in the pear during the latter part of the sea various boards of trade and other hot air furnace going.
week Into the trial of Professor Fran- son in a play entitled "The Old New
organizations of the west to visit
rtsrn Ferrer, who was executed at Yorker."
that portion of the nation which his
Barcelona on October 13, 1909, on acJohn Mason in Augustus Thomas' office is more directly
concerned
count of his revolutionary activtity, new play, "As a Man Thinks," Is to
at this time, it is
with,
especially
Ferrer's execution aroused a storm of be given an early hearing in New not unlikely that Secretary Fisher
protest from socialists throughout the York.
will arrange early for a personal
world and charges have been freely
Julia Dean is suffering from nerv tour of inspection' throughout the
made that his trial was unfair.
ous prostration and has been obliged
northwest and southwest. On
' The first Simple Life exhibition to leave the cast of "The Lily" for a west,
conservation Mr. Fisher swings far
that has been held anywhere In the rest
from the contentions of his predeces
world is scheduled to open in Imdon
."To Serve the Cross" Is to have Its sor, but he is not, like his friend of
Tuesday and will run through a largo name changed to "The Confession, years, Glfford Pinchot, former United- and will soon be produced In New States
part of the summerC
forester,, of the crusading
Two events of the week of 'htere3t York.
type.
r.Ti-- i
Katherine Florence is a member ot
importance to the live stodr inMr. Fisher has never been known
Rusdustry will be the annual convention Annie Russell's company. Miss
a visionary, but as a lawyer who,
as
bpII'b husband. Oswald Yorke; will as
his settlement of Chicago's fam
also be a member.
ous traction questions demonstrated,
Grace Cameron, a popular favorite takes the dreams of other men and
with grand opera patrons, is reported
reduces them to something definite
to be getting ready to go Into vaude
and of practical use in everyday life.
ville at a large salary.
if the new secretary
Consequently,
Maude Raymond has handed in her
does make a tour ' throughout the
Win
of
member
the
as
a
resignation
western portion of the country It
And Your Body
ter Garden, New York, company and
be solely for the purpose of
wir
Will Serve You
will probably Join "Jumping Jupiter'
hard facts for his use In
gathering
Gotham.
reaches
when it
Well!
whatever
plans he may formulate to
George Bronson Howard, In whose
best
promote the interests
logically
Harris
B.
play, "The Snobs," Henry
west- g
is to Btar Frank Mclntyre, is to write of the
In
becomes
who
Fisher,
Secretary
same
manager,
another play for the
his new office an emphasized nationFOOD
to be produced next season.
al figure because of the Balllnger-Pl- n
David Warfleld Is making such
chot controversy, which placed the
of
Peter
"The
In
Return
is easily digested and success
he will remain there un former secretary so much in the
Grimm"
that
quickly converted into
til the close of the season. He will not limelight during the last year, first
and
be seen in New York until next fail. became a character of general im
energy.
strength
portance outside Chicago when he
a Reason"
The most common cause of insom- was made a member of the Railway
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham Securities commission, to which of110.U8 w.
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets fice he also was appointed by Presi
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
correct these disorders and enable dent Taft. This
commission
recently
Battle Creek. Mich.
you to sleep. For sale by all drug
sat In Chicago and Is now In session
gists.
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DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

GOVERNOR'S

Tuesday, March 28
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DURING VISIT

TO

COLONEL
ED BY

Miss Olga Nethersole

ALBBUQUER-QUE- ,

WAS

(1IEBLER

IMPRESS-

&.

CO., MGRS.)

SIZE OF MEMBERS

March 18.
Much amusement has been created
la official circles by the report thai
former President Roosevelt had been
well impressed with the staff of Governor W. J. Mills. It Is said that
there was only one policeman at the
train when the noted Rough Rider
"blew into" the Duke City Wednesday
evening, and so great was the rus1!
of people to greet him, that he would
have had trouble to get his breath
had It not been for the' big fellows
on the governor's staff. They surrounded the
and saw
that he reached his carriage safethat
ly. Mr. Roosevelt remarked
the colonels would make excellent
center rushes on any college football team and the compliment to their
physiques was evidently pleasing,
judging by the smiles that it oc'
!.
casioned.

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

Albuquerque, N. M.,

fa
jg

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
Bv HENRI RFR1MSTFIN
nf "THP
ant).
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Adapted for the American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
WWII

PRICES:

8$

ijivuux

Entire Lower Floor.
Reserved Balcony..

.$2.00

....$1.50

Gallery

$1.00

For the Special Trade

,

"Foley's Honey and Tar U the best
cough remedy I ever used as It quickly stoped a severe rough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Knhn,
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
surely it acts In all cases of coughs,
colds, la grippe and lunar trouble. Re
fuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
Star Hennessy

3

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy ..
ArJrioot Brandy
6 Stars
f
California Brandy

Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness and all kidney and bladder
irrAmilnrlttea. Thev (build ud and re
store the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G. Schaefer and Rec cross
Drug Co.

G. H. Mummi ScQo.
Pommery
Great Wests

17 Different Brands

Santerners'

of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have

Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Lanbenheimer
Niersteiner

your brand.

jmrsteiner
White
also
Port Wine.
and
Port
Sherry
Imported

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND,
A

GDP IE IBM

Lfcdlt! AikyourUrufflitforJ
4
1'lamond lira nL
1MIU In
and Ooirf

Red
metallic
Ribbon.
other. But of tmv
AskforClil.riIKS.TERS'
JIRANA
1UAMOND
PILLS, for 85
yean known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
boxes, sealed with Blu

Tak

lru1t.

MM

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
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Treat Your
Body Right

Grape Nuts
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OLD

SunnyBrooi

rapidly-developin-
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V2

Whiskey
UWIREOiHBONOJ- yJunky Brook Distiuiw

ORDER THROUGH

THE MEYERS CO.
silver ave..

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

JtFftMON COVNir, MNWff
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sible for the pharmacists to com
pound. Nor are there many cities
In the country like Las Vegas where
almost every householder has plenty
of room to' put in a garden that ought
to yield, .him. both pleasure and profit An4, iU uldn't be a bad plaai
for every "Lai Vegan who hal the
facilities to try his 'hand at grow
ing some of the things that are goo.r
to eat when they can be pulled fresh
from the groundThen, too, there ought to be a more
and
general planting of flowers
shrubs in the front yards and around
the house. Flower bulbs and seed
don't' eost very much, especially for
the common varieties. And common
as they are, they are all beautiful
and add much to the attractiveness
of the home. It is possible for the peo
ple of Las Vegas to make the town
blossom forth In summer like one
mammoth flower garden. Full advant
age should be taken of such fine op
portunities.

'

ARIZONA

40ol B. C.

?

Progress, Jn the dispute between
the
Russia, and .China
merchants
the
in
ttuss&aa
of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO;"--- ' rights.
'The Devil was given permission one
so
northern
is
of
China
provinces
"''v.
"
(ihookforatioI
;
day r
tsv
outmuddled
virtually to prevent
To
select
land,
for fcls own special
,u
M. M. PADGETT
Editor siders from getting a clear under'
'' '
'v
'
sway.
standing of the situation. Russia's
So
he hunted around for a month or
complaint that China is quibbling in
,AV- -'
more1J'"H-her interpretation oi the treaty oi
And fussed and lumed'and terribly
and her demands that free
cnwrea it the Postoffice at East 1881,
swore.
two
the
Las Vegas,' New Mexico, for transmis- trade shall prevail between
But at last was delighted a country
consulates
Russian
and
countries
that
sion through the United States Malls
to view.
shall be reopened in the various
second ciass matter.
Where the prickly-pea- r
and the ca--towns where they formally existed,
claw
grew.
are so trivial in character its to just
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
With a brief survey and without
....
7.60 ify the suspicion that they are, put
uauyrer Year, by Carrier
further excuse,
cover
excuses
as
to',
iy
forward
merely
rer month, by Carrier..'. .65
on the banks of the Santa
stood
He
week, by Carrier .. .15 a deeper purpose. The crux of the
Cruz.
situation appears to depend upon the
jvsekly Optic and Stock Grower,
action taken by the Russian army of
He saw there were still improvements
COLORADO TELEPHONE
occupation, which, according to the
to make,
Business Office
Main
opinion prevailing in military circles
For
he felt his own reputation at
Editorial Rooms
at St. Petersburg in which the czaV
Main
stake.
Is said to place great confidence, has
Society Editor
Maj
An idea struck him, he swore by his
no alternative except to take steps
horns
SATURDAY. MARCH 18, 1911.
looking to the permanent occupation
To
make a complete vegetation of
of 111 province on the northern
thorns.
CAMPAIGN MANAGER boundary of Mongolia. This woul i
He studied the land with the prickly-pea- r
seem to indicate that the Russian
WASTEII
The late Thomas Dowry of Minnebear contemplates taking a large bits apolis was a great wit and a great And
scattered the cacti everywhere;
"Wanted A capable political man of Chinese territory as a preliminary story teller, as well as a
great finan The Spanish dagger, pointed and tall.
ager by the republican party to taku move towards the seizure of both cier. He needed $1,000,000 one time
And last, the cholla
to
charge of, and make all preparations provinces, which would leave a clear for one of his railroad enterprises,
them all.
next
the
to
the sea, thus affording and he went to New York to get It
for,
presidential campaign. road open
Must have experience, yet be without a pretext for the gratification of Rus- On the morning of'his arrival a friend
He imported the Apache direct from
entangling alliances.
Small salary, sia's long desired purpose of estab met him at his hotel and asked:
hell.
e
an
on
Pacific
the
"What are you doing, Tom?"
large responsibilities, and probably lishing
port
The
size of his
ranks
a cabinet position for the right man, coast. This objective Is veiled under
"I am going down town to get
to swell.
,v iiicvaicu IU IMS Ulaue Russia's declared purpose to correct million dollars."
And a legion of skunks whose loud,
the 'goat if the election goes the the boundaries between China and
"Can you do it "
loud smell,
wrong way. Come prepared to go to Asiatic Russia in the Far East; whicn
"My boy," said Lowry, impressive
to perfume the country be loved
Was
work at once."
also appears too trivial to pass mus ly "in the bright lexicon of youth
so
well,
This is about the kind of a "want ter in view of Russia's elaborate mill there is no such word as fail."
And
then
for his Hfe he could not
ad" the leaders of the republican tary preparations. The real situation
mat night Lowry came back to
see
why
his
hotel
after a hard day's work,
party would like to put out. If they seems to rest upon the statement
should go about the selection of a in the dispatches from St. Peters The same friend met him. "Did you The rivers should any more water
supply,
relations get the million?" he asked.
campaign manager in that way. The burg, that "Russo-ChinesAnd he swore If they furnished an
I
"I
"No,"
didn't.
replied Lowry.
party is in need of a ,manager. The are so strained that nothing can be
other drop
man at present holding that posi- gained from China amicably for opened the bright lexicon of youth
You
might take his head and horns
and
was
the
word
in it." Philadel
tion. Postmaster General Frank H. many years" supplemented by the
for a mop.
Post.
phia
Saturday
statement
Evening
that "the military
Hitchcock, la reasonably busy attend- further
the
ing to the duties of his office, and the party' frankly favors utilizing
Mr. Graham threw down his news He sanded the rivers till almost dry
election of a president of the United crisis to strengthen the Russian garwith an expression of annoy And poised them all with alkali,
paper
to
States Is a Job big enough to justify rison in the Far East and
correct
ance.
"Its too much when the daily And promised himself on their slimy
the most capable man in the coun- the frontier strategically at Chinas
brink,
papers
begin to print such
fairy
try In giving his entire attention to expense." In other words, Russia
The "control of, all who from them
he
said.
tales,"
it. Besides, last time it was a intends to take a slice out of northshould drink.
Let me see," said Mrs. Graham
republican year. All signs seem to ern China, and feels so sure of non
saw there was one more Ini
He
I
could
read
it to the chil
indicate that next time it will be resistance from her victim that the Perhaps
provement to make. '
a democratic year. To snatch vic- quality of her excuses is hardly dren at bedtime tonieht."
'It's not that kind," said her hus So imported the scorpin and rattle
tory from conditions which will pre- worth the trouble of parleying over.
snake.
band.
"This is the story of a young
vail then will reflect the highest cred- Meanwhile the Russian press In the
That all who came to this country
..
it.
n tit.
t.
who
assistant
declared
plumber's
thai
not
.w, uuui. wmj runs me cam Far East does
attempt to conceal
to dwell
palgn. To lose will hardly cover him the tact that Russia is making thor he worked so fast that it was not.
Would be sure to think It almost a
fair
to
with obloquy. ,'
him
the
pay
but
that
by
war
for
hour,
ough preparations
despite
hell.
Frankly speaking, there is a dearth her professions of peace and the ulti he should be paid by the Job."
f men big enough to fill the
matum delivered by her minister at Youth's companion.
He fixed the heat at one hundred and
tion which will be vacant as soon aa Pekin that his country only desire
eleven
Klaxton Do you think anything
Tostmaster General Hitchcock relin- - to place doctors and police in Chi
And
banished forever the moisture ol
Qulshes it. rt is rumored that he Is nese border towns
to quarantina can make Piker's airship a success?
heaven,
most anxious to let it go, but that more effective'y the frontier against
Gallup Nothing less than the re
men of capacity,
or the relative positions ot And remarked as he heard bis furn
experience, and the the plague which is now raging in versal
aces roar,
...... China. Russia's demands appear ti the earth and the air. Chicago Newg.
other aualtMoa m-.fi-,.
i
heat might reach five hundred
The
position can hardly be found.
have taken the Chinese foreign board
n
or more.
"I
did
not
ator Carter has heen
in
the
idea
quite grasp
completely by surprise, so much so
ilvilVU. lU
After fixing these things so thorny
he is understood not to want it. that it is casting about desperately this poem of yours."
and well '
There seem to be no other nomina- for help, although declaring that it
Dont try," advised the author. "A
He
said, "I'll be d d if this don't
tions, but the right man exists the does not anticipate a serious inva man doesn't always have an idea
beat
h 1."
thing is to find him.
sion. The hope is expressed by some every time he writes a poem."
Then
he
flopped his wings and away
o
.
of the Chinese that the United States
flew
he
wonder
MellisI
boxes
sardine
why
SHORT LIFE OF A NAVY will interfere and propose arbitration) are always made flat.
And vanished forever in a blaze of
but the opinion more generally exblue.
To
Deshler
be
of
consistent,
pressed Is that this country can not
oaitK-suiy
xexas, oi which the be
arent
course;
crowded
like
d
they
expected to act unless American
And then, no doubt, in some corner of
country was so proud twelve years
flat? Chicago News.
and
Interests
are
affected.
rights
hell
ago the good ship which was greeted
it "seems that China is desin the battle of Santiago by Admiral
He gloated o'er work he had done
Her
Father
Look
here, young man,
tined to suffer the loss of Mongolia,
so well,
Schley's signal from the Brooklyn:
of her richest provinces, while you've been hanging around here long
one
And vowed that Arizona couldn't be
"Well done, Texas!" is to meet Its
Choose
enough.
either
quickly
end in a few days as a target for our the great powers view the spectacle my
beat
daughter's hand or her father's
meal
his
of
Russian
bear
the
taking
modern guns and ships.
For
thorns, tarantulas, snakes and
foot.
The Sketch.
with contemptuous amusement. Land
the heat.
So rapid has been the improvement
is no crime in the
fulfilled so
in naval construction that all the grabbing evidently
Intlmans Do you think you'll get For with all his ' plans
'
even In this age of
of
eyes
Europe
well,
n
ships of the
fleet are advanced civilization-any money out of your gold mine?
it simply beat
now obsolete.
In comparison with
Frewler Yes, if I can only per He felt assured that
'
hell.
',
the battleships and cruisers of today
suade some one to put money into
GET BUSY AND GROW
they are mere junk. The best pracit. Chicago News- ARIZONA 1910 A. D- THINGS
tical end they can serve is to be put
as
up
targets for the new ships.
"So
have sold your pair of How time now
has altered the devil's
Considerable fun is poked from horses you
But while the modern battleships
and bought an automobile?"
scheme!
are as far ahead of the Iowa ' and time to time at .the cityan who plans
great
'Yes," replied Mrs. Cayenne. "I For
the olden condition's have gone
Texas of the Spanish war as those to use his backyard for a kitchen have concluded that it is
better to
to
a dream.
grow
like
vessels were ahead of wooden ships, garden where he proposes
be the cause of a runaway than to
of
ef
and
minimum
Rich
in the mountain, rich
mines
a
mere
for
song
the world's dreadnoughts of today
be in it." Washington Star.
farms on the plain,
'
are far from invulnerable, if we are fort all of the fresh vegetables that
to believe Mr. Hudson Maxim. A his family will need in the course of
"I set my boy to sawin' some' wood Fine fruits in the orchard, in the fields
is
thesu
of
summer.
that
It
.true
many
golden grain;
statement was made by Mr. Maxim
today," said Farmer Korntopi ,
Where
the devil's waste acres exist
a few days ago to the effect that plans never get beyond the though;
"Did ye?" replied Farmer Nearbye.
ed one day.
Uncle Sam now owns a secret pro- stage, and Others that are put into "I'll send my boy over to
help him The flowers and shade-tree-s
turn out to be rather dismal
are hold
jectile and explosive against which practice
if ye -- "
of fact,
a
as
matter
failures.
But,
their
sway,
ing
the heaviest armor is no protection
"No! don't ye! 1 want the job did
efforts In this direction should be enAnd the healthiest, happiest folks on
According to" Mr. Maxim, the proin a hurry." Catholic Standard and
couraged.
the sphere,
will
jectile
penetrate any armor now
It is surprising the quantity of Times.
The beat of God's sunshine receive
afloat, and the explosion does not
all the year.
occur until the projectile has passed vegetables and the different varieties
Mike, didn't you have some trou
of them that can be grown in all or
armor.
through the
a portion of a back yard. . Preparing ble: when you landed at New York?"
But Mr. Maxim is somewhat of an
NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS'
'JJevil a bit, sor."
in the first instance Is
the
enthusiast. And at any rate our aboutground
MEETING
VYou.
hadn't
any password admit
the hardest work in connection
boasted navy, which did such splen- with such
will be a meeting of the
There
to
the
had
you
ting
country,
Still a garden
you?"
did service under Dewey and Samp of this sortenterprise.
"No, sor, but before I had been In stockholders of The Raton Mining &
will not do much unless
eon and Schley, is fit for nothing now considerable attention is
office of the
paid to it, the country tin days I had the grip." Milling company at the
but the t Junk heap. And until the but the work it demands
N.' M., at 10:00
in
Raton,
company
Tribune.
to
Chicago
ought
o
other powers are able to beat ' our prove interesting as well as a little
a. m-- , April 20th.: Important business
;
to come before the meeting.
is
chips and armor and projectiles and laborious to the average city man
"Had a puncture my friend?"
F. R: WILLIAMS,
explosives, we must be content with whose hours are devoted to work
The chauffeur looked up and swalur new ships knowing, however. within the close confines of an office, lowed his
3t
Sec'yv R.' M. M. Co.
feelings with a huge gulp.
that In another dozen years they also la'store or a ehopi'A half hour's work
"No, sir," 'he' replied, "rm"may go the way of the Texas because in such a garden, every day would
the air in the tires". The Try( a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
of still' further Improvement in" the do mora lor most men than all the other- Inowl-- l
M.,the. Onera bar, Served,,, from har--,
' "J "
A 3 J.U'i
r
building of battiestlp's.
spring medicine and tonics It ispos- - Ideas.
. on the bar.
r
n.
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WEDS AT NEWPORT
Newport, R. I. March 18. At a
snrall though brilliant wedding in
Mal-gtop
Newport today the Count
Bafoldlngan, formerly) of Austria became the bride of Samuel Norris.
and ' er'etaryf
f clubman,;
the United States : Rubber company.
The wedding ceremony took place
at noon in the home of the bride's
mother in Beilevue Avenue.
L. Cook, D. D., rector of Su
Michael's Episcopal church of Bristol,
officiated.
The couple were unatteud-ed- .
Following the ceremony there
was a wedding breakfast for the relatives and a few intimate friends.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Joseph F. Stone, one of the old and
wealthy cottagers of Newport. About
ten years ago the daughter married
Count Alexander Beroldlngen, a member of the Austrian nobility who at
the time was Interested in business
in New York. He and the countess
did not live long together, and later
they were divorced.
COUNTESS

,

ABSORBLETS

out-stic- k

ice-fre-

sweet-scente-

d
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WAKE-U- P

Continuous Alarm

)

SUN3EAM

Rev-Geor-

..$1.50
Intermittent Alarm
Our Usual 10 Per Cent Discount for Cash

BEPORTS

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

flONEY AND STOCKS
New York, March 18. Call money
nominal. Prime mercantile paper 4
45.
4 2 per cent Mexican dollars
At119
64.
ADVERTISED LETTER
Sugar
Amalgamated
chison 108. Great Northern, prd- 127.
LIST
4
New York Central 107
Northern
Southern
Pacific 124. Reading 156
Union Pacific 176
Paclfio 116
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
Steel 78
pfd. 118
the week ending March 17, 1911:
C.
Guadalupe S. Aragon; Mrs. J.
nmAL
Archer; Miss Myrtle Blake; NIede
New York, March 18. Lead and
Baca; Santiago Chavez; Mrs. Rox
SilCowley; George A. Davis; D. D. Dar- copper, nominal and unchanged.
52
ver
Andreas
John
Rlemming;
Eppel;
ling;
Nicolas N. Jimenez; Miss Nellie Keys;
Richard F. Long; F. E. Martinez;
W OOL '
Maud
Miss
Payne;
Eplam Martinez;
St. Louis, Mo., March 18. Wool-Ma- rket
Gregorla Ramies; D. C. Sowell! Sam
unchanged. Terfrtbry and
Schneider; Ridal Salas de Tapia; Luz western mediums,
1922; fine' mediVigil; Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Woods; Mary ums,
1618; fine, 12i3'V'
A. Williams; C. C. Ware.
directions:
Letters held for better
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Mr. Maro G. Tuttle, 2230 W. JefferMarch 18. Wheat'.
May
Chicago,
son Ave., Detroit, Mich.; Miss Doro89
91
oCrn May. 49
July
M.
N.
thy Smith, Albuquerque,
Oats May SI
July 50
Postcards held for postage and bet31
Pork
May $17.05;
July
ter directions:
Lard,, May
$3.90:
Mrs. F. H. McCartney, Florida; Mr. July $16.27
90. Ribs May $9.32
$8.82
July
George Connor, 520 E., 14th St., East
July $8.85.
Las Vegas, N. M.; Miss Ines Bugher,
2816 Wilcox Ave., Chicago. 111.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
When calling for the above letters
Kansas
City, Mo., March 18- Catplease ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster. tle, 300, no southerns. Market steady.
Native steers, $5. 506. 60; southern
Best draught beer in the city, at steers, $4.756; southern cows and
the Lobby, of course.
heifers, $3.255.25; native cows and
1--

3--

heifers, $36.25; stockers and feed25;
bulls,
ers, $4.505.90;
calves, $4. 507. 50; western steers,
$4.756.25; western cows, $3,250

$lo.

5.25.

-

3--

7--

1--

3--

s

,

Market

4,500.

Hogs
lower.

Bulk,

cents

five

$6.756.85;

heavy.

$6.706.80; packers and butcher,
$6.756.S5; light. $6.806.90.
Sheep 500. Market steady. Muttons,
$4.505.25; lambs, $5.50fD
and
yearlings,
6.40; fed wethers
$4. 25 5. 75; fed western ewes, $4
4.75.

3--

''

1-- 4;

3--

3--

S

3-- 8

5--

3--

1--2

-

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 18. Cattle, 5,000.
Market steady. Beeves, $5.206.85;
Texas steers, $4. 40 5. 65; western
stockers and
steers, $4.755.90;
feeders, $4 5. 80; cows and heifers,
$2.605.90; calves, $6.258.50- cents
Hogs 16,000. Market five
lower.
mixed,
Light, $6.907.15;
heavy,
$6.807.O5;
$6.656.95;
rough, $9.556.70; good to choice
pigs, $6.60
heavy, $6.706.95;
7.15; bulk, $6.806.95.
Sheep 25,000, Market steady. Native, $34.15; western,' $3.255.15;
yearlings, $4.755.65; lambs, native
$56.50; western, $5.256.
Some people are always sure they
are right, and
then do the other
thing.
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As a lover of nature eagerly awaits the first crocus in the Early
Spring, so does usually every woman enthusiastically greet the

.

first notes of the season.
Fashion, promises a decided vogue
for Foulard Dresses. Women will undoubtedly be surprised at
the large collection we have assembled ' '
tj
if

Ex-Se-

't

'

LINEN SUITINGS, SILKS, INDIA LINENS, PERSIAN LAWNS
AND DRESS MATERIALS NOWJDISPLAYED
Honest Linen, every stitch of it, stanch of, weave and pearl of
tint. Your wardrobe is not complete without some half dozen
f "
garments made from the above named materials
?

Lovely Colors'and Designs in

Imported Cottons

Schley-Sampso-

,

Because the fine French Imported Cottons,
Swiss Muslins, Organdies. iDimities and Tulles
outrival all other cottons in beauty, they make
the most picturesque little frocks for out door
gatherings or evening affajrs,
Many lovely colors and designs are to be
found in the Dress Goods Department.
.f.- -

New Wash Frocks

for Girls

3 to 17 Years of Age
These new Wash Frocks for girls come in
particularly pretty plaids, and in models which
fit perfectly the figure of the average girl of
this age.

,

Gfnghams start

.

start at $1.50.

at, JS3.75, Fancy Madras

..J';.

1

White Canvas Pumps and Oxfords

for Children
;:sBf.Cjiii"5!

F

JWi

r

;

Misses-N- ew

,

styles and lasts

,

75,c

to $1.50

l.i

the

l

515-51- 7
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'
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NEW DUTCH CURTAINS
Miss Zella Stein went

Wgkl(ound
over

The man who does fliti
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows hpw
and why the man on J
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

Sunday.

Mrs. Arthur Langston has returned

from Clovis,' where she had been
iting her mother.
T. M. Elwood,

CO.

DRUG

Pbone Main 3

We Have Just Received a Lot of

Western
Garden
Seed
OJn

Bulk
and PackageC"

From Barteldes Seed
Co. Itwill pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

I J. A. Papen
Grocer and Butcher.

(2)
(S)

()
w

CHIEF BEN COLES
ARRESTS
TAKES SYRIAN,

FUGITIVE

WANTED

IN

FROM SANTA
BUQUERQUE,
FE TRAIN NO. 2

vis-

spent the past
week in Albuquerque is expected to
return home tomorrow. ,
Mrs. W. E. Crites returned last
evening from Washington state where

prescription.'

WINTERS

this afternoon
to visit relatives

AL-

who

she had been visiting with relatives
for several weeks.
Mrs- - F. P. Houx, who haaTbeen vis
iting in "Missouri for several months,
has returned and will reside in Las
Vegas. She is the mother of Mrs.
Fred Burgan. .
William H. Springer of the Charles
Ilfeld company leaves tomorrow morn
ing for Albuquerque, where he will
spend a week on business connected
with this wholesale firm.
Mrs. F. B. .January and children,
who had been spending several
months visiting Mrs. January's sister,
Mrs. W. K. Etter, in Arkansast City,
Kan., have returned home.
United States Attorney David J.
Leahy, and his assistant, Herbert W,
Clark, will go to morrow to Albuquer
que to attend the spring term of the
United States district court.
John Rogers left last night for Ra
ton, where today he took testimony
in a hearing before the referee In the
Raton Stores company receivership
He will return home tomorrow.
Matthew W. Keenari, territorial
brand inspector, came in this after
noon from his home In Springer and
will be in Las Vegas a short time
looking after his officials duties.
F. H. Pierce, manager of the Agua
Pura company, will leave this evening
for his old home in Owensboro, Ky.,
where he will spend a week or more
on a business and pleasure trip.
Mrs. J. M. Amsden, who had been
in Iaa Vegas for some time visiting her
sister, Mrs. C. S. Losey, left last eve
ning for. her ,home in Ashtabula, O.
Mrs. Amsden, on thia and previous
visits, made a large number of friends
George A. Fleming, manager of the
Investement and Agency Corporation,
and secretary of the Commercial club,
is expected to return home next week
from Chicago, where he has been
spending several weeks looking after
business affairs.
Captain John (f, Clancy of Puerto
r
de Luna, an
and a member
from Guadalupe county of the recent
constitutional convention, was in Las
Vegas today. Captain Clancy is extensively engaged in the raising of
livestock,, owning one of. the finest
ranches In New Mexico.
George HHiinker, W. J. Lucas and
District Addrney Charles W. G Ward
went this ternoon to Wagon Mound.
They said they had legal business to
attend to there, but they took their
guns along and- are likely to bring
home some (Juqks or good stories of
how they missed several fine shots.
Henry Shaw, who has been spending several Weeks at the home of his
parents,' Dr. and Mrs. E. R Shaw, expects to return soon to Terre Haute,
Ind., and resume his position with a
big iron .works. Mr. Shaw has Just recovered from the effects of a surgical
operatlop. jhich he underwent a short
" '
' "'
time.
B. E. Jlodkaday, supreme organizer
of the Independent Order of Beavers,
left this morning for Albuquerque. Mr.
Hockaday had been"here a month, dur-In- g
which time he organized a Beaver
dam in Las 'Vegas ' with a charter
He made
membership of eighty.
many, friends here, as did also Mrs.
Hockaday; (who was' with him during
- his stayr -

Acting upon the request of Thoman
McMillin, chief of police at Albuquerque, Chief of Police Ben Coles and
Officer McGovern last evening arrested Joe Lebfday, a passenger on
Santa Fe train No. 2. The man is
a Syrian. He is charged with defraud
ing an Albuquerque bank of $35 and
neglecting to pay his board bill before leaving that city.
Lebfday evidently was expecting .to
have some difficulty in getting out of
New Mexico as he had changed his
clothes since leaving Albuquerque.
Coles had paid particular attention to
the description of the man's features,
given him by telephone by Chief
Otherwise Lebfday would
McMillin.
have escaped his notice, as , there
were several other Syrians on the
train. Upon searching the man in the
station, Coles found in his possession
letters and other papers bearing the
rame of Lebfday and the man finally
admitted hia identity. He was on his
way to Kansas City.
he found
Lebfday told the marshal
'
a check for $35 made payable to
"cash." He endorsed this and took
it to the hank, where he secured the
to
money. Then he decided to go
man's
In
pockets
the
Kansas City.
Coles found a note hook in which
was written; "I left my wife March
11, 1911." Lebfday is said to have
resided in Albuquerque for several
months. He sometimes goes under
GiRLS GET INTO GAME
the alias of Joe Smith.
hos
witnessed the week-lonIt is expected that Chief McMillin Having
of
men
the
Ihe
between
young
will send an officer to Las Vegas tilities
School, the
land
, the High
Normal
of
this evening to take charge
girls of the latter institution yesterday decided to get into the game.
flag that was
Taking the N. M.AiA Special Medicine for Kidney
unfurled by nocturnal prowlers from
lments
the staff of the Castle School buildin
found
have
Many elderly reople
ing several" day s "ago, they went yesquick reNorma;
Foley's Kidney Remedy a from
terday afternoon to the
Kidlief and permanent benefit
small
i There
lighted
campus!
they
anfrom
and
ney and bladder ailments
reduce the
to
to
and
due
bonfire
proceeded,
noying urinary irregularitiesN.
Regan, flag to ashes. Then they gave "three
advancing years. Isaac
Kidney
"Foley's
cheahs" and; weat it. The
says:
Mo.,Farmer.
cure in wousing
Remedy effected a complete to know Normal students, including ,, SaIamon
'"
'
when
my case and I want others
were "red-headed- "
Gallegos,
of It" O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
occurred,
had
what
discovered
they
Drug Co.
but the girls made their escape with
the loss of Just sixteen hair pins, a
tvoyZx know that of all the minor
mpst small rat and a powder bag.
ailments colds are by far the itself
cold
the
not
is
dangerous? It
u need to fear, but the serious
that
Tf yon have trouble in getting rid
Most
..
.,
.diseases that tt often leads
vour coia you mj k.ntn that vnn
of
of these are known as germ ,di8ea;
a cold should hang
reason
why
no
.
.
and consumption
i
Thau
Pneumonia
u v
Cham- are not treating i,
If
not
amon them. Why not take,
will
It
yoa
and
weeks
o
for
berlain's Cough Remedy and core your
ivwi.Tan'- nnns--r. Remedy.
all
take
sale
by
lJlulumii"
For
cold while you can?
old-time-
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BELZ WAS

3

VISITOR HERE
I 859
RAILROAD OFFIPENNSYLVANIA
ABOUT
CIAL REMINISCENCES
EARLY DAYS

Interesting stories of the early days
are told by Frederick
W. Belz, freight agent for the Pennin New Mexico

A

pure, wholesome
leavening agent which makes the
biscuit and cake of highest healthfullness at medium cost and protects the
food from alum, which is the greatest
dietary danger oi the day.

sylvania railway in Chicago, who is
in this city for a short visit. Mr.
Belz in 1859, Joined a company of

Also the New Scrim, Madras
Elamine, Muslin, Nottingham
and Cable Net Curtains and
Nets are now in a grand array for Spring, 1911,
Off for Cash
Week Ending
March 25th Lastweek
' sale on metal beds and
dressers continues until March 25th.
One-fift- h

During-

-

New Guernsey

Earthenware

Erown, White Lined,
Enameled Cooking: and
Serving Dishes. Also
Casseroles with and
without handles, only

at

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y. M. C. A.,

WESTGARD
,

E. Las Vegas

DEPARTS

FOR CAPITAL CITY

SAUER MOTOR

TRUCK

RAPIDLY

CHUGGED OUT OF LAS VEGAS
THIS MORNING

With his powerful engines chugginj,
and the wheels of his vehicle kicking
up great clouds of dust A. L. West- gard this morning piloted his big
Saurer motor truck out of the Whalen
garage on Fountain Square and head
ed or Santa Fe at a hustling pace.
The machine had been given a thorough cleaning and its ravenous appetite for gasoline had been satisfied
by a generous drink of John D's. best.
Westgard was feeling pretty good
himself. A day of rest, a night's sleep
in a good bed and his own appetite,
which he avers is no less ravenous
than that of his machine, fortified by
three Fred Harvey meals at the Cas- taneda, had put the motorist in good
condition to resume his journey.
Westgard expects to reach ( Santa
Fe not later than noon tomorrow. He
says, however, that he has given up
predicting when he will arrive at
any place, owing to the difficulties
encountered by the machine, because
of deep ditches and bad bridges. He
expects to reach San Francisco sometime, though he is not so pessimistic
as to say "we're going to reach Frisr
co but we'll all be dead."
Westgard will remain in Santa Fo
a day or more- He will consult with
Governor Mills concerning road improvements for. New Mexico. He will
be in a position to enlighten- - the governor and territorial, engineer considerably concerning localities where
the roads are badly in need of repairs and improvements.
While here Mr. Westgard made the
acquaintance of a number of autoists,
who found him a pleasant, agreeable
and exceedingly .well Informed man,
and one who will be a welcome guest
any time he chooses to come to Las
-

Vegas.

SEWER SURVEY COMPLETE a
Further action leading towardx im
mediate beginning of Las Vegas'
sewer system likely will be taken
next week. It is believed that City
Engineer George (E. Morrison will
have completed his plans for the
sewer by Wednesday and that the
regular meeting of the council, which
has 'been postponed until' the' engineer's report is ready, will meet upon
enter
thati evening. The council-wil- l
Into a thorough discussion of the report as well- as plan out the next
step to-- take on. the preliminaries for
sArr hiilldliiE-- : Tt is not unlikely tha
Jbejjable Wednesday even?
cnglwlfl
ing or soon thereafter to ask for Didf
the system7r?,
-

faura1Minef

mounted rifles and came to New
Mexico. For a time his company was
uicitieu ac roil cmou ami utier vvbih'
to Fort Craig. Mr. ifeia was uuitr
ipr me company ana was uui n
saw ias
j ears 01 age wuen ne nrst
on the
a
Utile
then
village
vegas,
west bank or the Gailinas. The horses
belonging to his troop were turned
over to a California volunteer company early in the civil war and Mr.
Belz and his comrades went back to
Fort Leavenworth in charge of an ox
train. This was in 1862 Mr. Belz
describes a couple of narrow escapes
he had on this Journey as follows:
"Nothing happened to relieve the
monotony of our daily tramp until
we reached the base of the' Raton
mountains, where we rested a tew
days to prepare the oxen for the severe strain of the haul over the mountains- We broke camp very early in
the morning in order to, reach the
summit before nightfall. The weather
was particular
dreary and after
walking a few miles the air became
so damp and misty that, although
there was no rain, our clothes he-The fact was, wo
came saturated.
were in a cloud, and, as the roads
were very muddy, we .lost no time
In climbing into the first wagon that
overtook us.
Seated in the wagon, was the company story teller spinning one of his
funny yarns to the 'Bullwhacker.'
This individual became so interested
that he paid no attention to his duties and the next thing we knew we
the
were going over a precip'.ce.
wagon box having slipped from the
running gear. But fortunately a large
boulder blocked the warn l,rx in
its flight after it had turned over
it would have
twice, otherwise
dropped not less than '40C ioei. Seeing the danger of ridlT? in a wasr.-- n
on such roads we resorted to tramping it.
two
"The next day, overhearing
comrades and an old hunter speaking
of looking for deer or turkey, I asked to be taken along. After going
some distance,' we came upon a water hole where we thought deer might
be found. While looking around the
edge, we came upon bear tracks. We
soldiers wanted to go in search of
the bear, as we knew he must be
near by,, the Jracks being very fresh,
water still oozing' into them. Tbe
old hunter wisely restrained us, advising so long as there was, no necessity, there was no use risking our
lives.
"Within three hours we reached the
level land and found a little Mexican
village of less than a dozen adobe
houses, now the thriving city of Trinl
dad, Colo. Noticing a pan of ripe
plums at the doorway, we offered to
purchase them but the dark eyed
senorita smiled and pointed to the
river bottom, saying that the bushes
were full of them- - As we were nn
hour ahead of the main body, wa
followed her advice and never did
the
I see so many .ripe
plums;
ground was covered to the depth of
four Inches. About the time we had
our
and filled
gorged ourselves
were
the
and
up,
blouses,
resting
advance guard came around the main
road and, noticing two bear cubs
an afternoon meal, of course
they opened fire on them and to make
matters interesting, the little fellows
ran In our direction so that the firing came our way. As soon as we
heard the shooting coming our way,
and also seeing the cubs, we also
opened fire which caused the others
to cease firing r the bears got away."
g

CLAYTON

COURT CLOSES

TODAY

It is expected that the March term
of the district court of Union county,
which has been in session in Clayton
for several days, will ibe brought to
a close tonight. Night sessions have
Clarence J.
been held by
Judge
Roberts In an effort to dispose of the
business quickly. John Joerns, clerk
of the court for the Fourth Judicial
district will go to, Raton, where Mrs.
Joerns is visiting, before returning
home. W. E. Gortner is expected to
arrive here, tomorrow, having
his work as stenographer 'for
the court ' The regular term''-- ; of
court for Mora county will begin next
; ''
'
month in Mora.
completed

ROOSEVELT DAM DEDICATED
Continued from Pago One)
through the solid rock is tunnel No.
2, 115 feet above tbe river bed. Its
sole mission is to release irrigation
water when the reservoir shall contain it above that elevation, and when
it is desired to release a greater Quantity than will come through the penstock, supplying the power house.
The third exit for flood water, one
that is most necessary but will be
least used, and the largest of all, Is
known as the sluicing tunnel, or tun
nel No. 1. It was driven through the
solid mountain circling the south end
of the site at the river level, before
the construction of the dam began.
It will be used for sluicing silt, if
necessary, and for releasing a larger
irrigation supply than the penstock
furnishes, if needed, when the water
elevation in the reservoir is below
the entrance to tunnel No. 2.
Among the earliest construction fea
tures was the building of a freight
road 60 miles long from Mesa City,
the nearest available railroad point,
to the Roosevelt dam site. Of this, 22
miles Is across a desert and 38 miles
through the most impressive mountain scenery In the west. The road
Hras constructed for permanency and
hough as crooked as a knotted rope
and often winding around the face of
a cliff, it is as fine a thoroughfare
as any city street
The foregoing construction constitute the larger features, of the stor
age enterprise, 60 miles or more
above the lands to be Irrigated. The
distributing system is no less interesting though not one feature is so
great. The water released from the
dam runs down the river channel
for nearly 60 miles to Granite reef,
a point Just below the confluence of
the Verde and Salt rivers, where a
concrete weir dam 1,000 feet long and
38 feet high, diverts water through
a main canal on eiither side of the
river, to numerous canals below, covering the entire reservoir district.
The allotment of funds for this project to date is about $9,000,000, and it
may take $2,000,000 more to fully
complete all contemplated work. The
toll in human lives has been 17 at
Roosevelt and 5 at Granite Reef, as
near as can he ascertained, through
mechanical accidents and drowning.
The work to be done will include
several plans for development of
power at favorable places
along the canals, the power to be used
mainly in deve'oplng an. auxiliary irrigation water supply pumped from
the vast underground resources. It
is calculated that the reservoir, or
gravity flow will eventually water
190,000 acres and that 60,000 acres
will be watered by pumps.
hydro-

-electric

'Mm-
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Thb evening the members of the
four basketball teams that
partici.
pated in the Y. M. C. A. tournament
for this year will be guests at a banquet in. the association building.
Society Is interested in the appearance at the Duncan opera house of
Olga Nethersole, the gifted actress,
on the evening of Tuesday, March
28. Miss Nethersole's fame
&a an
actress is known from one end of tho
country to the other. She doubtless
will be greeted here by a
large audience. ,
.

"Christopher Junior," has been selected as the play to be given on the
evening of Easter Monday for the
benefit of the park improvement fund.
Mrs. E. J. McWenie has agreed
to
take charge of the rehearsals, the first
of which will be held Monday. Some
of the best talent in Las Vegas will
be included in the cast.
.

Tuesday evening in the Fraternal
Brotherhood hall the Las Vegas lodge
of the B'Nai B'Rith celebrated the
Feast of Purlm with an enjoyable
dance. A large number of the members of the lodge with their friends
were present. Following the dancing.
delicious refreshments were served
informally. Next month the lodge 13
planning to give one of its picnic
dances.
Given
Like

Send-OfNewly-Wed-

f
s

'

"

,

Here is something that will amuse
the friends of Matt Cully and Ruth
Crocker, two popular Normal students.
It Just leaked out here, being printed
in this week's edition of one of the
Wagon Mound papers:
"Some of the young folks had a
jolly time. Monday afternoon when
Ruth Crocker and Matthew Cully left
for Las Vegas to attend school. Sev
eral of their friends were at the de
pot to see them off, and as they
boarded the train they were showered
with rice. The Joke was enjoyed by
everybody except the victims."

Mound People
Honor Miss Reeves Kelly
Miss Reeves Kelly, a Las Vegas girl,
who has been teaching in Wagqn
Mound this year, has finished her
The trouble with an excuse is that school for the term.' Miss Kelly is popIt is seldom Justifiable.
ular n Wagon Mound and the people
of that place gave a dance last evening
in her honor. The Fantagraph says:
"The farewell dance, given in honor
of Miss Reeves Kelly, will be held at
the Arcade Hall. Although it Is Lent,
everybody has a right to dance on St.
1 Patrick's day, and the Social Club is
for a large
making arrangements
crowd. Miss Kelly is one of the most
popular girls who ever taught school
There is not an ounce of ro- here, Her many friends regret to
sin in Sunny Monday Laun- see" her ' leave, and are determined
that she1' shall carry away with her
dry Soap. Rosin is used in nothing but the best of happy memoall other laundry soaps be- ries of the" town."
Wagon

mm

'

cause it is cheaper than the
f"", and oils used in Sunny Benefit Concert a
Monday. Sunny Monday costs more
to manufacture than any other laundry
soap of which we know. It is kind to
clothes will not shrink flannels or
woolens, or turn clothes yellow.
Sunny Monday is just as pure as
its whiteness indicates ; it is the safest
and. most economical laundry soap
. ;.
you can use..
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
CHICAGO

COMPANY

Tremendous Success
The concert 'given last evening
in the Duncan opera house by the
ladles of the Church of the Immacu
late Conception was a big success; it
pleased a large audience and netted
a handsome sum for the benefit of
the church. In every' detail the con;
cert was enjoyable but the fairy play.
In which a large iramber of children
took part, was thja prettiest and sweet-

?1

.

A

eat thing that has been attemped on
a local stage in a good many months.
The children went ' through their
drills and songs beautifully. The little girls, in white and carrying wands,
and the little boys, in knickerbockers and wearing sashes of green, made
the stage look like fairyland.
Their
mammas,and papas, uncles, aunts and
friends in the audience felt proud
and they had reason for feeling so.
The children were trained by Mrs. D.
W. Condon and she Is to be congratulated.
The opening and closing numbers
of the program were by a chorus ot
mixed voices. Miss Stella Cayot played an impromptu piano solo. Her accomplished playing pleased her audience and she responded to an encore A real hit was made by the
O'Malley twins, who eang "Casey
Jones." These little misses never fail
to receive a round of applause when
they come upon the stage. Last night
they had to respond to an encore.
J. H. Noyes tenor solo with violin
obllgato "Angels Sing On," was heart- -'
lly enjoyed, as was the string selection, "The Harp that Once In Tara
Mr.
Hall's," played by Mrs. Papen,
Cook and Judge D. R, Murray. Miss
Cora Pettijohn appeared on the program In one of her whistling solos
and was promptly applauded, responding with a solo with violin and piano
accompaniment. The violin trio, "Be-lieve Me," was an enjoyable number.
Miss Marguerite Cluxton, who appeared In piano solo, and responded to an
encore, delighted the audience. Mrs.
C. O'Malley's violin solo, "Concerto.
In D," was heartily enjoyed. E. C. de'
Baca sang "La Golondrlna." He responded with a light selection that
Mr.
brought forth much applause.
Baca has a strong baritone voice
which he has under excellent control.
During the program several tableaux
were given. These were "The Shamrock," "St Patrick," by Miss Bertha
Papen;" "The Irish Flag," by Miss
Louise Watrous;" "Give Me Statehood," by Gordon Duncan and Gertrude Hayward. Mrs. John Papen had
general supervision over the preparations for the entertainment. She contributed in a great measure to Its sue- - ,
cess and was ably assisted by other
members of the congregation of the ,
church.
--

A TAX ON BACHELORS
Oconto, Wis., March 18. The city

council has adopted an ordinance imposing a tax of $8 upon all unmarried
men residing in the city between the
ages of 21 and 50 years. The money
raised in this manner is tq be used
for the support of orphans or other
needy children.
Grippe, then' Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence; Foley's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
penumonia. It is a prompt and rell-- ,
able cough .'medicine that contains no
narcotics. Tt is as safe for your children .as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
A Cold, La

Many a girl who was born a blonde
pas to visit a drug .store occasionally
for the purpose of keeping It up.

-

.
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FADS AND
FASHIONS.

THE BASEBALL

SEASON

Opens
April 12
April 12
April 12
April 20
April 15
March 28
April 21
April 24

.......

American League
National League
American Association
Sastern League
Wouthern League
Pacific Coast League
Western League
New England League
Northwestern League
League
Connecticut League
New York State League
South Atlantic League
Texas League
Western Association
Central League
League
Carolina Association
Cotton States League
Southern Michigan League
Blue Grass League
Kansas State League
Kitty League
.'fountain State League
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
League
Western Canada League
Southeastern League

TBE LOBBY

OF 1911

Garnet

Closet

Oct

Oct. 12
Oct. 1

.

.

SHORT ORDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS

154

8

THE

154

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

168

Sept

24

154

Sept.

16

140

DIRECTORY

frock. Theee girdles, ready for us i
206
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Oct 22
are
finish,
or
tassel
with
pendant
I
168
liv
Oct. 8
a shops shows a great variety of one- - also offered In the trimming departu
126
- 9.
Septand third Tuesday
black
in
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. , A. F. A A. M F. O. E. Meets first
piece gowns, although their variety ment, as are the same cords
116
4
18
April
at Fraternal
Sept
each
month,
communievenings
1
Regular
1 depends almost exclusively upon the and colors.
112
May 33
Sept. 6
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
and
The new foulards, while retaining
first
difference in materials, colors, trim
cation
126
F. McGulrs.
Sept. 8
April 21
forare cordially Invited,
mings and superficial variants of de all the charm and durability of
third Thursday In
16
126
3
...
E. C. Ward. Secretary.
May
Sept
and
President;
more
of
seem
characteristic
mer
supple
the
years,
general
sign,
each month. Visit140
Sept. 9
April 3
silhouette being practically the same the colors are distinctly more artising brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
140
4
12
e
April
Sept.
walk- tic. Almost all of them have pat.
in every case. Neat
H. Stapp, W.
William
Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
126
dially
May 3
Sept. 5
dots or spots.
ing frocks, adapted for early spring terns of graduated
Secretary.
H.
Chas.
Sporleder,
M.;
their ball In the Schmidt building,
140
April 26
Sept 10
use, are displayed in large numbers. Washable voile and French crepe and
'
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
140
27
10
2.
NO.
April
Sept.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY.
They range from the severe tailored wash marquisettos are expected to
o'clock.
Visiting members are cor112
2
TEMPLARmodel to delectable soft little frocks rival the foulards in favor for spring
KNIGHTS
April 27
Sept
Fred Philips, presiwelcome.
120
dially
or marquisette and summer wear, while for gowns,
of silk or chiffon
Aug. 20
April 6
Regular cond.Ti second
Carrie
Schroclt,
Secretary; C.
dent;
140
3
17
made
afternoon
tailor
uses,
for
the
of
a heavier variety,
May
Sept.
dainty enough
in each month at
Tuesd
Treasurer.
Bally,
120
yet short, simple and dark enough to suits, there are beautiful French ser
May 9
Sept 4
Masonic Tlmple at '7: 30 p. m. C. U
Optic'i Number, Main 2."
112
be practical for street wear.
ges, Scotch handloom tweeds and raTamme,
Charles
May 11
Sept. 4
8.
C;
Bother,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54S,
The frocks representing a more se- tine.
120
May 25
Sept. 25
Recorder.
I. O. B.
ADVERevery first TuesS.ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
vere type are developed chiefly In
and
are
The new laces
beautiful,
20
120
May 20
Sept
In the vestry
month
of
the
ROYAL
TISEMENTS
NO.
S,
day
the full fine twill serges and light the heavy laces, such as fine Irish,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
126
May 3
Sept. 10
at 8
Montefiore
of
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50. Who was the author of "David
are too some very good looking black
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2. .In what year
very
Brooklyn
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manufacturer.
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PULPIT

VEGAS HOSPITAL

Choir Loft

PROVES WORTHY

ahd:

ptustor.

DURING YEAR

ma- - at 7 a.
m.; second niaso
a. m. Sunday school la
English
and Spanish at 3 p.
la Spanish at
1:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30
p.

first

at

OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rer. Paul Gilberton,
pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a, m third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH

Cor. Eighth street and Na
tional avenue, a. C. Anderson, pastor.

Sunday school at 9:45. Sermon by
Rev." Alonzo Bright, mission sperin-tendeJunior League at 2:30
p. m.; Ep worth League at 6:30;
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial invitation la extended to
all who have no other place of wot Total
ship to attend divine services at this Total
church.
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
avenue and Sixth street.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.; morning
service 11:00 a. m.; B. Y. P. U., 6:30
p. m.; evening service, 7:30 p. m.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts will occupy
the pulpit morning and evening.
. The. public Is cordially invited to
any or all services.

IT

CARED

11268. :a
11068.43

,

11268. 79

Total
Disbursements
For groceries and meat .
For nurses' wages, includ
,
ing special
For wages of help
For milk
,,,
For drugs
For incidentals ,
For fuel
For dry goods, furniture and
, ,
hardware ;
For Improvements
For repairs
For laundry
For lights
For interest on borrowed
money
For note. paid, on U01 rowed

273S.2S
1611.70
1145.27
577.45
346.65
536.54
274.82

,

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
National avenue and Eighth street.
Rev. J. S. Moore, paeto..
Third Sunday in Lent, March 19,
Holy Communion 7:30; Sunday school
9:4u, morning prayer and sermon
11:00. Lenten services daily, except
Monday, 4:15. Addresses each day
except Saturday.
This church is open dally for private prayer and meditation.
--

FIRST
J. Wilburn Rose, Pastor. Services
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth
street, between Douglas and Lincoln.
Teaching service, 10 a. m.; preach-I- n
Jl a. m. Junior Christian Endeavor
3 p. m. Y. P. S. of C. E. 6:30 p. m.
Preaching 7:30 p. m. Special music.
The public cordially Invited.
CHRISTIAN

to-d-

the year endiug November
last, 333 patitMits wie cared for
in Las Veas hospital. Of this number 112 were charity patients while
221 were able to pay for their accommodationsthis
According to
statement there were, less than two
pay patients In the hospital to eaca
charity patient during the year. According to the report of the hospital
for the year ending November, last,
the institution la doing a great work.
Its financial affairs are in a fair condition, though the work undoubtedly
could assume a larger scoije .were
more money available. The hospiul
had a ba'ance of $502.45 In the bank
on December 1.
The detailed report, which is interesting, iollows:
Financial Statement
Balance on hand December 1. 1909
,. 200.36
Receipts
4834.71
From pay patients
From territorial treasurer 3171.65
1200. 0J
From (borrowed
'603.37
From donations
1227. 6J
,
From entertainments
31.00
From dues from members ..

Cathechiam for English
speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m and 00
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speaking children on Thursday 4 p. m, and
on Saturday at 9 a. m.

FIRST

PAST

30,

CHURCH

,

New York. March 18. All Xew
York is talking about the Fifth
Avenue Baptist church of this city.
one of the most aristocratic congrega
tions ia New York, which includes
among its members John D-- Rockefeller and a number of other welt
o
citizens, because of the resignation of its pastor, the Rev. Charles F.
Aked.
Aked is an able
Dr.
and ambitious minister and was in
charge of a large congregation In
Liverpool before he came to America
to accept the call extended to him by
church
the Fifth Avenue Baptist
From the very beginning he made no
secret of it that hia only reason for
accepting the call of the Fifth Avenue Baptist church was the belief
that the enormous wealth of the congregation would enable him to undertake big work and to extend the use
fulness of the church as well as of
hia pastorate. It seems, however, that
the members of the congregation
either did not respond to the enthusiasm of Dr. Aked or were too tight-fisteto enter into his ambitious
plans. One of the things he had been
striving for from the beginning of b's
pastorate was the erection of a new
church building, in keeping with the
wealth of the congregation, but even
that was denied him. The trustees
"could not see their way" to expend
the large sum of money required for
a large new building. Finding himsel!
unable to arouse the congregation
In his
to enthusiastic
ambitious plans, Pr. Aked decided to
leave this unresponsive oongregatla
and to seek a more promising fleli
for his energy aud ambition.

FOR 333 PATIENTS, MANY
OF THEM CHARITY

10

m.

,

STRAY TOPICS

SIIIUTION

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Raheyrolle.

t

157.9)

.
102.00
300.00

.

money

10724.34

Total

CHURCH

Balance ia bank,

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH,
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible Study and Sunday
school session at 9:45 a. m. Young
People's Society at 7 p.m.
The church extends a most hearty
Strangers
Invitation to all people.
and sojourners in the city especially
welcome.

lwA-w:-

Number tti

ptit

Charity
December, JJtrti
Ult
January,
February, WW
March. 1910
April, 1910
June, 1910
July, 1910 ..,
August, 1910
September, 1910
October, 1910
November, 1910

11
13

H

.....

.....

9
5

6
10

,

Pay-Dece- mber,

1909

M.i

Hospital

"

Total

i.

War of Many Years Duration
The war between the vlvteectionists
has been
and the
carried on with a great deal of bitterness for many years lu this city
and elsewhere, although the general
public has taken but little interest in
the dispute. The
mostly women of both sexes, have
furnished not only all the sensations
but also all the humor of the war
fareThey have been egged on by
certain sensationalist papers which
readily published every attack upon
vivisection under big scare heads.
The methods of the antia have, by no
means, Men above reproach, They Inmade
vented their own statistics,
statements without bothering about
facts and were frequently showu up
aa not only ignorant but untruthful,
But all this is to be changed after
this. A number of women have organized and incorporated a society
"For the Investigation of Vivisection"
and they propose to make a thorough
Investigation of the subject and to
publish their findings from time to
time, besides making efforts to arouse
public opinion against the practice of

3

,

1910

May.

r

..,,....
in

1S10

1,

d

-

750.35
1389.56
481.65
327.10

.

SCIENCE SOCIETY, January, 1910 ...
services
every Sunday morn February, 1910 ..
Regular
lng at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even March, 1910 ....
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall April, 1910
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
May, 1910
June, 1910 '.
1910
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE Douglas July,
1910 ....
August,
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
1910
September,
rabbL
1910 ..
October,
Services and sermon every Friday
November, 1910
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chilSaturschool
Sabbath
every
dren and
Total
day morning at 10 o'clock. .

.

well for three years, and at last
was taken bad. I could not stand
on my feet, I had such pains. I
ached all over. I felt like crying all
the time. Mother insisted on my
trying CarduL Now I feel well, and
do nearly all my housework." No med
icine for weak and ailing women,
hn tan so successful as Cardui. It
goes to the spot, relieving pain and
distress, and building up womanly
strength, in a way that will surely
please yon. Only try It once.

What Humorist Thinks of Woman
A famous humorist once said that
women, always reminded him of the

"Little Girl" of the nursery rhyme
"who had a little curl right in the
middle of her forehead," because, Just
like that little girl, woman, when
she is good, is very, very good, bu

when she Is bad, she is horrid. Even
those who are not humorists kno
how angelic woman may be and, on
the other hand, how fiendishly cruel
llsi and
vindictive. How unlimited the
capacity of women for cruelty is tin
14
20

i

23
27
13
17
22
IS
14
!

1"!
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WEDDING
MRS. VEST FELT LIKE CRYING
Mich., March 18. The marDetroit,
"Wallace, Va. Mrs. Mary Vest, of
riage of Miss Marlon Thurber, daughthis place, says, T hadn't been very
T. Thurber, who
I ter of the late Henry
DENBY-THURBE-

vivi.-tJon-.

U
U

CHRISTIAN

R

was secretary to President Cleveland,
Edwla Denby of
and
the First Michigan district was qulet-I- v
celebrated in this city today. The
couple will spend" their honeymoon
In Europe.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Qnlnlne
tails to cure. E. W". GROVE'S
Druggists refund money If it
tnre is on each box. 25c
signs-Tablet-

FROM LITTLE
OLD NEW YORK

FRUIT CARS
A big saving In the transportation
of fruit has been inaugurated on tbe
Santa Fe by the construction of pre- rooling plants In the fruit belts of
California. After being loaded with
in it the rars are hauled to the pre- ooling K a lions where cold air J ad
mitted through them by meant of
attached to the ventilators, TnW
process creates the proper temperatures In the cars and it Is not news
sary to Ice them until they reach sta
ll us Jn Arizona. It Is likely that
system will come In general use on
t'.e Santa Fe in the near future as
g
stations are now
eral new
under construction. The plan may.
In the future, entirely do away with
tbe use of ice, but that will hot be un
til the cooling system is reduced to
a more rapid process.

JAPAN 10 START

II

WORLD WAR

der favorable conditions ia deuwusua
ted by the latest tactics of the mem

bers of the Women's Political Union.
mem
They have taken, to serenading
bers of the legislature who are known
to be opposed to woman's suffrage. FRENCH ADMIRAL PREDICTS EUOf course, the practice ia nothing but
ROPE WILL BE DRAWN INTO
or intimidation.
a form of hold-uCLASH OVER PACIFIC
That in itself is bad enough, but the
U
truly
most objectionable feature
Tails, March IS. "Japau must atscientific "raflinewent" of the method
employed. Why do they not mere! tack, the Lulled Sutjes before Uli,
the dato wheti 11 is assorted thai the
fully use dynamite bombs or similar
i'uuanu canal will be liulsUcd. Tliltf
of
Instead
singing?
expedients
war is lueviuble and w ilt bring about
Job"
His
Angel Was "On
a general conflagration," said Admiral
The proverbial guardian angel was U. C. Fourulor
yesterday.
undoubtedly "on hia Job" the other
"Japan cutuiot attyi'U to wU until
more
day, when a little tot. scarcely
the I'auauuk euuiil Is optm ami Unit.
than four years old. feu through an tied. Her trudo with t'hlua Is
already
open manhole into u sewer at Eighty-sixt- uu'iiHced, and when tho eauul U
opn
At
Knd
avenue.
. i.
..... i
street and East
..
....
t ... i. .. 4 .....
'u m viuivu
muiott win uav i ninit
ter more than onj hour a resculuj tor ouHtomw of tho
(list ordor.
party organized by the police found
"Everybody knows the frlmlHllu
and
but
alive
unhurt,
the little boy
which Knlsttr WUholui bu for th
almost frozen, up to his nock in tho United Slaten.
l( tiermany should
icy slush of the eewer. There was loud bor atuwuince to the
great A inert
not a scratch on him aud under pro- can
could not n- Englnud
republic
per treatment the little chap wits fuse her help to Japan, her
ally. And
soou again in normal condition.
there you arc: Franco, UuhhIu and
Detectives on a Still Hunt
tho other nations must Inevitably bo
The detectives are ou a still hunt drawn Into the conflagration.
for two clever crooks who have con"Tho Uulted States Is a war lovltt
fined thelr activity to the arlstoorntli! nation. Her people are commercial
portions of the West side and bave by nature havlug lot their Ideal busi
of wealthy ness conquest such aa la
visited and robbed
necessary to
persons In that part of the city. their continued prosperity. Jlut Japan
There are two, perhaps more of the cannot tolerate tho commercial rivalcrooks. One of them, a negro, plays ry of the United States In China. So
the star role. The method employed she will be
virtually compelled to
are practically the same In every tight. Japan, more than any other nacase. The nesro referred to, rang tion, realizes that the United States
the door bell and Informed the maU is
cutting the Panama canal to get
who opened the door that a Mrs. the
trade of China. She knows that
Somebody, a friend of the mistress of this .was the chief reason for the
pur
the house, had sent him to ask for chase of the
Philippines by the United
work. The mnid would admit the man States, a
purchase against tradition
to the hall and would go to Inform and
against principle."
her mistress. Of course, the mistress
The admiral read with deep Inter
had, no work for the man, but pro est tbe article
prepared by the
mised to bear him In mind- Upon re
experts Count Von
m'litary
turning to the hall the maid would Reventlow, who Issued a statement
find the negro patiently waiting. Afin which he said that
ter she had delivered the message, Wednesday
Japan would strike secretly and soon
he would depart with apologies and and
her first move would be to sweep
not until later would it be discovered the PaclHo
possessions of the United
that some valuable overcoat, rug or States. He concurred In tho
argu
other article had disappeared from the ments of the German authority as a
hall. It Is believed that the negro
general proposition, hut refrained
stole the articles during the absence from
discussing them specifically.
of the maid and passed them to his
confederate, waiting on the outside.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Gallagher Surprises Hia Friends
by local applications, as they cannot
For many years John Gallagher had reach the diseased portion of the ear.
been alderman of the oldi Ninth ward There is only one way to cure deafand later clerk of the Jefferson Mar- ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
ket court. He was a professional poli- Inflamed condition of the mucous
lin
deal
with
a
and
mixed
tician
When
great
ing of the Eustachian Tube.
the "boys." He was always believed this tube is inflamed you have a rumto be unmarried and even his own bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
It is entirely closed, Deafness
brothers and other close relatives when
la the result, and unless the inflamlt
considered him a confirmed mysogy-nif- mation can be taken out and this tube
It caused no little surprise restored to its normal condition, heartherefore, when a short time after ing will be destroyed forever; nine
his recent death a woman applied for oases out of ten are caused by Cawhich is nothing but an Inflamletters of administration, who not tarrh,
ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
only claimed to be the widow of Gal
We will give One Hundred Dollars
lagher, but proved beyond a shadow for any case of Deafness (caused by
of a doubt that she had been marlred catarrh) that cannot be cured by
to him at St. Joseph's Roman Catho- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul
ars free.
lic church in 1886 and had borne him
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 7&c.
eight children. Papers were granted
Take Hall's Family Pills for vonstl.
to her by the court upon the proofs
submitted by her. The case Is some- patlon.
what unusual for New York, where
more than In any other city one half
of the town knows little or nothing
about the affairs and Intimate life of
the other.

Beneficial,

IS MID

GentloandEffectnro,

p

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

In tna Clrdo.

on

venj Paella of tho Genuine.

.
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well-know- n

POPE'8 NAME DAY
Rome, March 18. St. Joseph's day,
the name day of Pope Plus X., will
be celebrated at tbe Vatican tomor
row with Kpeulal observances. The
advance guard of the Easter pilgrims
has already arrived in Rome and it
Is expected hundreds w)!l attend the
services to offer their congratulations
to tbe Pontiff on his recovery from
tfs recent illness.

This Will Interest Mothers
Mother Oray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a certain relief for feverish-tiess- ,
headache, bod stomach, teeth
ing disorders,, move and regulate the
bowels and destroys worms.
They
break up colds In 24. hours. They are
so pleasant to tbe taste children like
testimonials
them. Over
10,000
Used by mothers for 22 years. They
never fail. Sold by all druggists, 25c,
mailed FREE. Address, Allen
John W. Sickelsmlth, Greensboro, Sample
Le Roy, N. Y.
8,
Olmsted,
har
most
three
and
like
Pa.,
children,
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of eongb
When yon have rheumatism In your
medicine." be says, "but have never foot or Instep apply Chamberlain's
found any yet that did them as much Unlmenf and you will set quick regood as Chamberlain's Court Rem- lief, ft costs but s quarter.
Why
Suffer? For sale by all drrjjrelsts.
edy." For sale by all druggists.

DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU
syruf or rial and tiixm of senna has given
VNlVUUAt SATISFACTION

FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
FAST, AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LEO
MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INI IfclOK
UNDER
SIMILAR NAMES AND
COS UNO Tilt PEA EES LEW, THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING,

Nolo

MM i

mm

i.cJr

tcoiioi

'ijjjl:

k Full Name ofthe Gompan

iiiMii TTf
-r.iiii.i.ininjr
i.nii iiiiii.iirriiii imvf """v u''''niif

fWNTED STRAICHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOr OF EVERY PACKAGE. OF THE
CXNUlNt
REGULAR PRICE M PER BOTTLE; ONE SIZE
ONLY. TOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

MINIATURE PICTURE
wr rACKAGC

SYRUP OP FITS AND ELIXIR OP SENNA IS THE MOST PLEASANT, WHOLE-SOM- E
AND ErtECTIVS
REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY
TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

California Fits SvnupCo.

THREE DAY
DRINK CURE
Originated Compounded and
Administered by Experienced Physicians
The Neal internal1 treatment
A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A
guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each Jpatient agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming money at the end of third day.
more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
and craving- for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it is
the poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
the same normal condition he was a physician, and administered by
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It never
the effect of alcohol may be con- fails.
cerned all appetite
for drink
Call, write or phone all for free
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Injections Institute
Co., 512 N. Second St,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.

Winners

Optic Classified Ads.
9

San MiguelNational Bank

0
0
0

91.000.oo I

uay wxyab

:tM'

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

A Little Girl
Rightly directed can accumulate a competency by
the time she reaches womanhood." The advantages
offered through

A Model Savings Bank
Like ours paves the way for her. Her savings will
be accepted in small amounts and interest credited
from time to time. Open a small account for your
child and it will care for itself at its majority.

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAIIK
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Adapted from the Famous Opera

special

MUSIC

XL

ROUATOR E

Photoplay Theater, Sunday
MATINEE AND NIGHT

r

,

LOCAL NEWS

call tor
BuclcuDeat flour
HCast

Old Crpw sold over
Euflet- -

ffu

,

"

,.

night.

We have a limited

amount, home grown
which we offer as long
as it lasts at. 5c per lb.
TIE
1

STORE THAT'S

DIMS

now on

sale for Olga

LUDW1G Win.

o'clock

10

PHONE MAIN 379

Nether-sol- e

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fancy gowns. 1017 Tilden. Telephone
Main 357.

An enthusiastic meeting was held
last evening in the Fraternal Brother
hood hall by the Las Vegas dam' of
the Independent Order of Beavers.
Several members of the charter class,
who were not present when the lodge
was instituted, were initiated. Sever
al applications for membership were
received and indications are that the
dam will grow rapidly. The meeting
was enthusiastic and was attended by
a large number of the members of
the dam. The various committees
made reports and In a short time the
Beavers will be ready to begin the furnishing of their home.

and sign
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue- -

BUSY

1

Paint Shop for Rent For painting
carriages and autos, entire upstairs,
at the A. C. Schmidt shop.
See Hedgcock's window display of
in Oxfords, all
leathers, prices $2.50 and $3.50.

the latest designs

Timothy Hay

Chicken and orange sherbet for
Sunday dinner at the White Kitchen.
Dinner served at 11:30. 25 cents.

White Cleaned

..Oats..

at 7:30 o'clock. There will be work

AND

in the first degree.
urged to be present

PIE

All brothers

are

See Hedgcock's window display of
the latest designs in Oxfords, all
leathers, prices $2.50 and $3.60.

FLOUR"

Bonifacio Mares, a member of the
Las Vegas town council and a promi"Spring has came" and the messennent West side merchant, who has ger boys employed by the Postal Telebeen seriously ill for some time, was graph company have donned their
reported today as somewhat improved. summer uniforms. The boys look
handsome in their new clothes and are
J. E. Rosenwald lodge No. 545, B'Nal feeling chesty every time they see
B'RIth will meet tomorrow morning at themselves In the store windows.
10 o'clock
in Temple Monteflore. Though the messengers are well dressThis is the regular monthly meeting ed they are not too sporty to hasten
of the lodge and all members are ask out in any kind of weather to give
ed to be present
the patrons of the company quick

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

Two special services will be conducted by Rev. C. MoReynolds tomorrow in the First Baptist church. The
first meeting will be held at 2:45 p.
"What la Heaven?"
m., subject,
"Where is It? Will the Final and Eternal Home of the Saved be a Material
Home?" The second service Is at
7:30 p. m., subject "Christian Citizenship; Who Will Inhabit Heaven?" Mr.
McReynolds Insists that all men are
interested in these themes and invites
all to come to these services.

There will be a regular meeting of
the I. O. 0. F. lodge Monday evening

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
"OUR

J 31

Rev. S. Alonzo Bright superintend
ent of the New Mexico mission of the

President Howard Slmpkdns of the
baseball association has received a
letter from the management of a
Japanese baseball teata now getting
ready for lhe season ftl Los Angeles,
asking for a game here early in June.
The team is said to be a fast one and
wou'd likely put up a game that would
please the Las Vegas fans. Simpklns
says he probably will sign the Japs
for one or two games. '

Methodist Episcopal church, will be
here tomorrow. In the afternon at
4 o'clock he will address a meeting
for mem at the T. M. C. A.

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Pirst National Bank

Chicken and orange sherbet for
Sunday dinner at the White Kitchen.
Dinner served at 11:30; 25 cents.

The ladles of the Church of the
Immaculate Conception sincerely apThe establlsment of two new
preciate the support given their enter'has been announced by the postainment last night and especially
These and the men
tal
department
wish to thank those children and oth
have
who
wi'l
charge of them are as
ers who participated, and thus made
Valencia county,
follows:
Adellno,
possible Its success.
Camllo Barela; Vernon, Colfax coun
See Hedgcock's window display of ty, Clyde C. Brown. Postmasters apthe latest designs In Oxfords, all pointed for offices already established are: Walter A, Dow, Colmor; Da
leathers, prices $2.50 and $3.50.
vid C Green, Anniston; S. L. Alexander, Scholle.
post-offic-

-

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

We are closing out our
stock of Triple Coated

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

Steel Enamel Ware

614 Lincoln Avenue

.

Salt Fish

SUCH AS

New Norway Mackerel

Halibut
Catfish.
Sea Bass
Baricuda,
Red Snapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
, Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

j!

Si

Fennan Haddie. etc.

STEARNS.

Hunting or fishing is prohibited af

ter this date on the property of this
company which Includes the Kroenig
lakes, Lake Isabel and Lake Montoya,
formerly owned by the Placlta Ranch
company.
TEN LAKES LAND CO.
Onava, N. M.
gat

,

160 ACRES FOR $640
About 7 miles out; 60 acres
plowland, the rest canyon. Umber and grazing, has creek and
spring.
160 ACRES FOR $2,400
Four

,

Salt "erring, etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

'

4 1
'

Poultry
Ducks

Turkeys, Geese,
Hens, Springs,
Rabbits, etc.

Game
..
.

Graaf & Hay ward J Go; l Store

Copyrigbt Htrt Sch.ffner & Mrx

GREENBERGER
.....

Cheapi

v

."A Square Deal"

on Eighth
street at the shore of Camfield
reservoir site; has house, barn
stable, corrals and little orchard.
;

180 ACRES FOR $3,600

A SUPERB LINE

Four miles out on 'Mora road;
has buildings and corrals. Can
nearly all be Irrigated by

New Rockers
Harris Real Estate Co.
'612 LINCOLN

FROM

AVENUE.

$1.50 to $2.00
IN PRICE

Your

LET US SHOv YOU

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

J. C. Johnsen & Son

They are laundered perfectly
our careful, scientific method.
,

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

by

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
.:.:wss,--

Phone Medn;227.

We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Retail Prices:
2,000 lbs., ormore, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lb., each delivery, 25c per 1t0 lbs.
200 lb:, to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
51 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40e per 100 lbs.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Lesa than j50 lbs., each delivery,

50o

per

100 Ibt.

PURA COMPANY

AGU

Harvesters, Storers'and1" Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of wbloh- - have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue. tM
.

When You Buy

.,.

BAKERY GOODS

-

JUST RECEIVED

T01

You Always Have

a Suspicion

SCREENED

ABE THEY CLEAN?

Anthracite Coal,

All OUR GOODS
are baked in "Hub-- .

bard's Portable Sanitary Oven," in a
sunny, brick room,
in'a sanitary manner

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

TRY OUR

THE FINEST .LOT OF

Me

i

f I

cSs LUMP

Phono Main 21

41

Fcxicl j Shoes for K7en

THAT WE HAVE EVER SEEN, AND A LOT
OF NOVELTY RECEPTACLES FOR, THE--

1

SAME

rr

462, J

Ranch PboDfl 276.

.

appoaanco

FrankRevell,

1

V;;

T

shoes andj.siniply good looking shoes. Yet
most men buy their sHoes by the ' 'looks"
by the appearance, oj the surface. This isn't
For instance, the
always a safe way
of 'Bostonian Shoes" is
closely imitated, but the
through and through
'
',
quality never
y
Every one of distinctive character!

'

(The Coffee Mao.)

?

Perry Onion & Son

There's a difference between really good

!

CONTRACTOR
E&Tmate-Farmshe-

j

d

!

and BUILDER
on

-

A

03.5O, C4, ?G. SO, C5

of

Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone Main 336." '
Opposite Jtyttc.

'

.

.

CONDON

:'-iD.ir-

At Taich & rt;

Wheat Bread

.

Steam Coal.
'
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Foot of Main St.

for a Starter
at '

s

izes.

S I f'

BOUCHER'S

,

Japanese Air Plant
store Phone Main

aid

Lll

4

i

v

r

vi

1 i

1

miles north

Tonv Faust Budwelser beer Is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.

Don't trust the weather man. He'll
make it hot for you yet.

GROCER.

Only IVi mile from court house;
has timber, grass, creek and good
piece plowland.

Cod Fish

Smoked

Bloaters
White Fish

1. H.

160 ACRES FOR $500

NOTICE

SEE OUR WINDOW

,

LEST VOU FORGET. WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF

Fresh Fish

Ev-e- ry

article guaranteed.

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

er, who was stricken witn an attacK
of paralysis In Los Angeles a week
ago today, is somewhat improved al
though her condition is still critical.
The ixhysiclans believe she has a
chance for recovery.

You undoubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and flarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style, quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit. and
we personally look to
that with an absolute
guarantee of

Now You Belter
Get a Farm

A message has been received from
E. T. Plowman, stating that his moth

Special

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Goods Called for and Delivered

Hen and
Young flen

LFE.LD

I

Good

Clothes for

at Murphey'a and Schaefer's.

b

I

;

at

,

"

'

Lunch every morning
at Long's Buffet. -

if LOVER

!7 it 11

Trovatore, Sunday, idAnee and

II

:

WHITE

CHOICEMK

th bar at Long's

Greenberger's

the Home of Hart.Sch- affner and Marx

AND

barter.

No lougr waits ,at Nolette1

SEED

CHOICE BULK BLUE GRASS

Next, to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express Company.

